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the Aberdeen-Matawan station - now largely a park and ride 
facility straddling the two municipalities - is poised for a major 
transformation.  following a major investment in a new station 
building constructed by nJ tRAnsit, both the communities of 
Aberdeen and Matawan are looking at the development potential 
of the underutilized land and parking lots which surround the sta-
tion.  As a major landowner in the area, nJ tRAnsit also has 
an interest in the future development of the Aberdeen-Matawan 
station.      

the main goal of this report is to help guide the development of 
the station area, whether it occurs separately or collectively by 
the municipalities.  this report sets the stage for a more detailed 
planning process than was possible in this study and that will 
be necessary for any development to occur.  At the same time, 
however, the report identifies ways, prior to major development 
occurring, that Matawan and Aberdeen can work together to 
improve pedestrian, bicycle, and transit access to the station as 
well as enhance the station environment as a focal point for both 
communities.  Moreover, Matawan has a specific interest in better 
linking the station with its downtown revitalization efforts.  

while there are many opportunities for development around the 
station, there are also many obstacles to be overcome.  the 
competing demands and visions of separate municipalities pres-
ent jurisdictional challenges.  Roadway capacity limitations will 
need to be addressed by a detailed analysis to support extensive 
new development.  Parking for new development, if not properly 
planned and implemented, could overwhelm the already car-
dominated setting.  indeed, there has been no market analysis to 
date about the types of uses that are most feasible and appropri-
ate for the station area.  this, too, will have to be undertaken.

this report documents the findings and recommendations of the 
technical team supported through a grant from the transit and 
community and systems Preservation Pilot Program (tcsP), 
with added funding by nJ tRAnsit and the new Jersey 
department of community Affairs.  it was prepared by RPA and 
PPs assisted by nJ tRAnsit, downtown new Jersey, and the 
nJ office of state Planning.   

INTRODUCTION
TRaNsIT 
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the report is divided into two main sections: the first describes 
issues and opportunities—many of which can be undertaken in 
the short term—to enhance station access and its environment.  
the second section focuses on new development, including sug-
gested urban design guidelines.  

ABout tHe tRAnsit-fRiendly 
coMMunities PRogRAM
in the last 15 years, nJ tRAnsit has spent over $7.5 billion to 
repair, rehabilitate, expand, and connect all of the state's pas-
senger lines—built in the mid 1800's by competing rail companies 
-- into one seamless transit system.  together, these connec-
tions, upgrades, and new light rail lines will result in an intercon-
nected rail network with over 150 commuter rail stations serving 
the majority of state residents.  despite this massive infusion 
of transit funding and commitment by nJ tRAnsit, there has 
been a lack of awareness among many new Jersey communi-
ties about how to leverage these transit investments to revital-
ize their downtowns, encourage business and local economic 
development, and reduce reliance on the private car.  this pro-
gram—transit-friendly communities for new Jersey—is working 
with diverse community partners to develop specific ways that 
new Jersey towns and cities can become more "transit-friendly."  
under this effort, nJ tRAnsit is working with a consortium of 
non-profit organizations, the new Jersey office of state Planning, 
and local public and private sector partners on a statewide initia-
tive which includes educational workshops, technical assistance, 
and demonstration projects in eleven communities to shape a 
new vision for linking train stations to community enhancement.  
this program allows nJ tRAnsit to leverage the talents and 
resources of its non-profit and government partners—leaders in 
smart growth, community revitalization, regional planning, and 
public education—to shape the future of communities around nJ 
tRAnsit stations well into the 21st century.  the result will be 
models for other new Jersey communities to follow in future nJ 

1  U.s. Department of Transportation Federal Highway administration, Transportation and Community 
and system Preservation (TCsP) Pilot Program Description.  U.s. DOT FHWa web site: 
http:// www.fhwa.dot.gov/tcsp.  
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tRAnsit projects; communities that understand how transpor-
tation investments can enhance the environment, create strong 
downtown centers, and improve quality of life.

the program received one of a handful of competitively select-
ed federal grants under the federal Highway Administration's 
transportation and community and system Preservation Pilot 
Project (tcsP) program.  the tcsP program supports states, 
local governments and metropolitan planning organization ini-
tiatives "…to plan and implement strategies that improve the 
efficiency of the transportation system; reduce environmental 
impacts of transportation; reduce the need for costly future public 
infrastructure investments; ensure efficient access to jobs, ser-
vices, and centers of trade; and examine private sector develop-
ment patterns and investments that support these goals."   the 
tcsP Program is authorized for $120 million from fiscal year 
1999 - 2003, to be used throughout the united states.

wHAt is A tRAnsit fRiendly
coMMunity?

wHAt is A tRAnsit fRiendly coMMunity?

A tRAnsit fRiendly coMMunity MAkes tHe stAtion A 
PlAce in itself.		At the heart of a transit-friendly community is 
a station facility surrounded by uses that create a sense of place 
for commuters and visitors alike.  the station is comfortable and 
convenient for the transit riders who use it every day.   Retail 
uses which provide a needed service for transit riders also help 
animate and make a station more secure.  outdoor public spac-
es—such as a station plaza—can make  the rail station a visible 
focal point in the community, while creating a venue for commu-
nity activities and events which reinforce the central role of the 
station in community life. 

A tRAnsit fRiendly coMMunity links tHe RAil stAtion 
to key distRicts in tHe coMMunity.  Beyond the imme-
diately adjacent district, there are opportunities to link other com-
mercial, cultural, and mixed use districts to the station.  often, 
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visitors and tourists arrive by rail.  this makes it logical for a rail 
station to provide a welcoming presence and to act as a focal 
point for information and activities that are community-wide in 
focus.

A tRAnsit fRiendly coMMunity suPPoRts tHe 
distRict ARound tHe stAtion And encouRAges new 
develoPMent.   station areas characterized by extensive 
pedestrian/vehicle conflicts and auto-oriented redevelopment 
discourage walking, shopping, and even thinking about the sta-
tion area as an attractive place for new development. extensive 
vacant or underutilized parcels of land within a quarter to half 
mile of a rail station are also symptoms that the station area is 
not viewed as a desirable location for new development.  with 
increasing ridership, and an enhanced station setting, develop-
ment pressures often also increase, especially if the local econo-
my is healthy.  even if the local economy is less robust, commu-
nity development programs can take positive steps to encourage 
new development.

improving the pedestrian environment around a station cre-
ates an opportunity to revitalize a surrounding business district, 
attracting new businesses and encouraging the rehabilitation of 
older or historic structures, as well as new construction.  these 
districts can develop an identity of their own and can become 
popular destinations. 

local communities can shape the kind of development that meets 
their particular goals for increasing tax ratables, reducing impacts 
on city services, attracting specific types of uses, and ensuring 
appropriately scaled and designed buildings -- rather than sim-
ply reacting to development proposals.  from the perspective of 
reducing conflicts with access at rail stations,  new development 
that minimizes automobile access has definite advantages.  for 
example, experience has shown that with new office develop-
ment, 90% of its users still drive, rather than take the train.  this 
increases the parking requirements around stations.  Residential 
development, however, encourages transit ridership, as people 
take advantage of their proximity to the station to reduce or even 
eliminate their need for a car.
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A tRAnsit fRiendly coMMunity PRovides convenient 
stAtion Access foR PedestRiAns And Bicyclists.  
Rail stations are centers of communities, where often thousands 
of people pass through on a daily basis—creating conflicting 
demands among rail passengers arriving by car, by bus, on foot, 
or by bicycle. with increasing ridership at many stations, these 
conflicts are becoming more severe every day.  in the past, deci-
sions about improving access to the station have been largely 
focused on improving auto access—adding parking and widening 
roads, for example—to the point where it becomes difficult for 
people on foot or on bikes to enter or leave the station safely. 

while auto access plays a key role in most rail stations, other 
modes of access should be made equally convenient. A balanced 
approach "calms" the traffic around the station so that all modes 
of access are handled equitably, reconnecting the station area 
to the surrounding community.  for commuter rail stations, a half 
mile walk is not out of the question for many people, especially if 
the route is comfortable and relatively direct.   Bicyclists will travel 
even further to reach a commuter rail station, but again, only if 
the ride is not hazardous and the proper facilities are provided—
en route and at the stations.  

indeed, sometimes the streets and sidewalks around a station 
pose the most problems for pedestrians and bicyclists: once they 
get a block or two away from the station, the local network of 
streets and sidewalks often improves.  if this is not the case, then 
these streets too should be made more pedestrian and bicycle 
friendly.

A tRAnsit fRiendly coMMunity integRAtes 
coMMuteR PARking in A BAlAnced wAy.  while accommo-
dating improved pedestrian and bicycle access, and serving as a 
setting for new development, accommodating commuter parking 
is still a necessity at most stations.  certainly some stations have 
more space available for commuter parking than others—so the 
correct amount of parking varies from station to station.   whether 
the amount of parking is large or small, however, it need not com-
pletely aesthetically and physically dominate the station setting.  
if commuter parking facilities can be used evenings and week-
ends for other purposes, the costs of construction and operation 
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of a parking facility can also be shared.  
in considering commuter parking, facilities for bicycles should 
play a more important role. large, secured, and weather protect-
ed bike parking areas will elevate the visual presence of the bike 
facility and encourage wider utilization.

A tRAnsit fRiendly coMMunity PRovides feedeR 
locAl tRAnsit seRvice wHicH connects to long 
distAnce RAil, Reducing tHe need to ReAcH A 
stAtion By cAR.   very often, community bus services are not 
geared to commuters going to or from a rail station.  in many 
communities, local routes do not serve rail stations at all.  this 
forces many people to drive to the station who might be willing to 
take a bus as long as the schedule does not involve long waits 
and there are bus stops conveniently located near their home.  
nJ tRAnsit is working with communities to purchase local jitney 
vans which provide shuttle or circulator services for commuters, 
and other constituencies the rest of the day.    these jitney ser-
vices also reinforce rail stations as community transit hubs.

A tRAnsit fRiendly coMMunity involves An 
ongoing PARtneRsHiP Between nJ tRAnsit And tHe 
suRRounding coMMunity.  Building a transit friendly 
community requires an ongoing partnership between nJ transit 
and stakeholders at the local level.  this not only affords an 
opportunity to pool limited resources, but it encourages the coor-
dination and collaboration necessary for all of the pieces of a sta-
tion district to fit together and to adapt to changes and new chal-
lenges over time.  

tHe ABeRdeen-MAtAwAn tRAin 
stAtion And stAtion AReA 
the Aberdeen-Matawan train station area was selected for the 
tcsP program because it is typical of a high-use, suburban 
station where almost all riders reach the station by car.  during 
weekdays, the station area accommodates over 2,000 parked 
cars that occupy most available surface space.  development 
opportunities exist in the station area, but they need to be accom-

Aberdeen/ Matawan station area
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modated while providing sufficient parking capacity for commuter 
parking.  the environment makes the area unattractive, lacking 
in amenity, and difficult to reach on foot or by bicycle.  clearly, 
there are opportunities for a substantially improved station area 
environment, which can serve as a prototype applicable to similar 
station areas in new Jersey and elsewhere.    

the Aberdeen-Matawan train station is located on nJ tRAnsit's 
north Jersey coast commuter rail line 33 miles from the line's 
northern terminus at Penn station-new york.  each weekday 
approximately 3,500 people board at the station, most of them 
traveling in the peak period in the peak direction (northbound).  
travel times between Aberdeen/Matawan and Penn station range 
from 52 to 73 minutes in the peak period, averaging about 60 
minutes.  off-peak travel times average about 63 minutes and 
weekend travel times are scheduled for 67 minutes.  travel times 
from Aberdeen-Matawan to newark-Penn station range from 15 
to 24 minutes less than to new york.  Riders destined for lower 
Manhattan typically transfer to the PAtH rapid transit system in 
newark to continue the trip to the world trade center, while mid-
town-bound riders continue on to Penn station-new york.  nJ 
tRAnsit stops 35 trains each weekday each way at Aberdeen-
Matawan, with 15 of these operating in the peak period.  twenty-
one trains stop in each direction on saturdays and sundays, 
maintaining an hourly schedule for most of the day.  the monthly 
commuter fare to new york is $231; the one-way fare is $8.25 in 
the peak, and a discounted off-peak round-trip fare is offered at 
$12.25.   

in the late 1990's, nJ tRAnsit invested in excess of  $7 
million in upgrades at the Aberdeen-Matawan train station.  
improvements have included the construction of a new station 
building and high level platforms, canopies, and facilities to make 
the station AdA accessible. 

the Aberdeen-Matawan train station straddles the two political 
jurisdictions—the Borough of Matawan and Aberdeen township, 
the boundary formed by Atlantic Avenue.  the train station 
building, north and southbound platforms and one of three nJ 
tRAnsit commuter parking lots are located within Aberdeen.  
the remainder of nJ tRAnsit facilities, including two nJ 
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tRAnsit commuter lots and two former station structures are 
located within Matawan.

tHe study PRocess
setting objectives.  to initiate the study process the project team 
held a stakeholders meeting in August 2000 with members of the 
civic and business community and with elected and appointed 
officials of the Borough of Matawan to discuss and modify a draft 
of the study objectives.  the Matawan stakeholders identified ten 
objectives, to be used to shape the agenda for this and future 
studies of the station:

1. identify opportunities for development/redevelopment in the 

Figure 1: aerial photo of station area
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Aberdeen/Matawan station area that can reflect favorably on 
both Aberdeen's and Matawan's tax base through the creation 
of ratables;

2. ensure both the retention of existing commuter parking at 
the Aberdeen/Matawan station and the potential to increase 
this parking supply at the station in a manner sensitive to the 
community's needs;

3. improve the attractiveness of the immediate station area; 
4. establish a concierge service at Aberdeen/Matawan station to 

involve Matawan's retail sector;
5. suggest new uses for the two older station buildings;
6. improve non-auto access to the station (including walking, 

biking and bus feeders and/or community shuttle) to relieve 
the burden on local roads;

7. identify ways to ease congestion on the regional road system 
beyond the immediate vicinity of the station area that feeds 
the station (e.g., Monmouth county roads, state Route 34, 
etc.);

8. strengthen Matawan's historic downtown; 
9. Reduce the threat from traffic accidents in the immediate 

vicinity of the station;
10. improve ease of walking between station and the retail sec-

tion of Main street; and
11. Bring both communities into the planning process.
 
A meeting with the Aberdeen township administration was also 
held to discuss these objectives.

As noted, this study focuses on underlying principles that can 
guide future development, short and medium improvements to 
enhance station access and environment, while identifying addi-
tional studies that need to be undertaken.

data gathering.   the initial data gathering portion of the study 
involved a combination of extensive field observations and 
examination of existing studies, reports, plans, and data relating 
to the station and station area.  these included documents asso-
ciated with the Matawan redevelopment area designation, the 
Redevelopment Plan for the Aberdeen redevelopment area, nJ 
tRAnsit Rail station Redevelopment Plans, and data collected 
by nJ tRAnsit's Market Research division on train passenger 
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usage, place of origin, and train station access.

during the fall of 2000, Project for Public spaces, inc. studied the 
outside areas of the Aberdeen-Matawan rail station using system-
atic observations, surveys of passengers, and a review of exist-
ing studies and data.  station usage and pedestrian and vehicular 
circulation were documented through photographs and general 
observations to understand pedestrian and vehicular access 
issues, conflicts, and other usage patterns.

to identify potential improvements, the team surveyed 76 people 
inside and outside of the train station about their daily use of the 
train station as well as types of design, programming and service 
improvements they would like to see in the station and surround-
ing areas.  Pedestrians and bicyclists were asked to record the 
routes they used to walk or bicycle to the station, and drivers 
were asked where they parked.  (see Appendix A for a full sum-
mary of the survey results.)

information about potential development sites and opportuni-
ties was gathered from field surveys as well as discussions with 
administration officials from the two jurisdictions.  the meeting to 
establish objectives with Matawan also was used to gather addi-
tional information, discuss concerns, ideas, and opportunities for 
the station area's public spaces.  A meeting with the Aberdeen's 
administrator was used for the same purpose. 



findings
the train station and the associated parcels around the train 
station are an extraordinary shared resource for Aberdeen, 
Matawan, and nJ tRAnsit.  the station and the land owned 
by nJ tRAnsit are at the center of a complex jurisdictional 
arrangement, with two municipalities each in control of parcels of 
land which are significant in size, but which if planned and devel-
oped separately would not allow for a comprehensive and optimal 
redevelopment strategy.   (Figure 2: Ownership diagram)

the idiosyncratic geometry of the streets leading to the train 
station and the disposition of natural resources in both towns, 
especially in Matawan, offer a number of opportunities to link the 
two towns to each other and to the train station area.  the basic 
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Figure	2:		ownership	diagram
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elements of a successful, transit-friendly town plan are already in 
place: the challenge for these towns is to reinforce the interesting 
existing armature of streets and natural resources and integrate 
the development of the station area into its larger setting.

Note: While new development issues and opportunities are sepa-
rately described in this report, the improvement of streets and 
sidewalks through the station area is essential for successful 
long term development.  The recommendations described above 
should be implemented as development occurs.

influences on tHe stAtion 
AReA develoPMent:  BRoAdeR 
conteXt
the train station site is influenced by the layout of the existing 
two towns, as well as by the extensive lakes and wetlands that 
interweave throughout the area and the existing road network.  

geneRAl lAnd uses And RegionAl 

connections

the orientation plan demonstrates how well-defined the sta-
tion area is: a long and narrow site bounded to the east by the 
garden state Parkway, to the south by the wetlands around the 
Mohingson creek and the freehold Branch rail right-of-way, to 
the west by Holmdel Road, and to the north by Matawan creek 
and lake lefferts.  Although single-family houses predominate, 
there is an established commercial core along Main street in 
Matawan and highway commercial uses along Holmdel Road.  
the Matawan Regional High school complex along Atlantic 
street near church street is another important destination and 
gathering place.   (Figure 3: orientation plan)
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RoAd netwoRk

the well-defined boundaries of the site—the garden state 
Parkway, Mohingson creek, Holmdel Road, and Matawan 
creek—also constrain connections to the train station in vari-
ous ways.  to the south, only one road, Main street, crosses the 
Parkway in the vicinity of the train station connecting the por-
tions of Aberdeen north of the Parkway to the station area and 
Matawan.  this road does not lead to an interchange with the 
Parkway, and the connection from the Parkway to the station is 
indirect and awkward.  the sidewalks on the bridge across the 
Parkway are narrow.  nevertheless, the lower Main street/Main 
street connection is a key gateway to the station area that should 
be acknowledged in the redevelopment plans for the station area. 

to the south, it is necessary to travel all the way to church street 
before crossing the Mohingson creek wetlands to the residential 
subdivisions south of our study area.  to the south is Holmdel 
Road/state Route 34, a wide road that, while it has some abut-
ting residences, is primarily lined with highway-oriented com-
mercial uses.  the road is difficult to cross.  Matawan creek and 
lake lefferts limit connections to the east and west.  Ravine 
drive and, closer to the station area, Aberdeen Road, connect 
the Matawan downtown to points north and to the exit 120 inter-
change with the garden state Parkway.  

the triangular geometry of the roads around the train station 
extends by way of Main street into Matawan and by way of 
Atlantic Avenue along the shared border with Aberdeen.  these 
two major roads that converge at the train station are part of a 
larger system of roads that form three triangular loops.  (Figure 4: 
road networks)

each of the three loop roads has its own distinct potential and 
should be prioritized for streetscape improvements in order to 
make the already existing underlying system more apparent.  
for example, streetscaping could distinguish between the differ-
ent routes through variations in the lighting and paving patterns.  
signs or an interpretive map at the train station should also 
explain how the systems of roads connect the towns and the train 
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Figure	4:	road	networks
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#1 closest to the train station is a loop across lake Matawan 
formed by Main street, Atlantic Avenue, and little street.  
this circuit connects the two towns to each other and to the 
train station by way of the bridge across lake Matawan.  this 
affords excellent views of this resource. 

#2 farther from the station area is a loop formed by Main street, 
Atlantic Avenue, and church street.  this circuit connects 
the two towns to each other and to the train station by way of 
church street, that also links the two town halls, offering both 
a real and symbolic opportunity to link the institutional centers 
of the two municipalities to each other and to the train station. 

#3 Main street, Atlantic Avenue, and Holmdel Road / Route 34 
form the largest loop.  this circuit connects the two towns to 
each other and to the train station by way of Route 34, which, 
along the edge of the study area, is a commercial strip.

nAtuRAl ResouRces

one of the true assets of the region is a system of lakes, 
streams, wetlands and mature stands of trees that is interwoven 
into the settlement patterns of Matawan and Aberdeen.  (Figure 
5: natural resources)  these resources consist of lake Matawan, 
the wetlands along the Matawan and Mohingson creeks and 
lake lefferts.  despite its value, visual and physical access to 
these resources is limited.  in some places, informal access is 
already taking place, with paths worn into the wild vegetation.  
this is especially true along Matawan creek in the area of water 
street.

the trail converted from the rail line will a be new natural 
resource, lined with trees.  the green way is important for its 
county-wide implications.  of more local significance, is the inter-
section of the trail with each of the three loop road systems?  the 
rail trail is also an opportunity to link the road network to the sta-
tion: special attention should be paid to places where the rail trail 
crosses the network of loop roads as a way of integrating both 
systems and bringing them to the train station.  Any future devel-
opment on the surface parking lots south and west of the station 
should maximize the connection to the rail trail system for this 
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reason.  when the roadway and natural systems are overlain, the 

Figure	5:		natural	resouces
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potential to knit the towns together and to the train station is evi-
dent.  (Figure 6:  connections)

tHe RegionAl RAil netwoRk And 

noRtHeRn MonMoutH county

the Aberdeen-Matawan train station serves as the transit gate-
way for residents of northern Monmouth county to the rest of the 
northern new Jersey-new york metropolitan region.  its location 
at the confluence of several local roads that extend south further 
into Monmouth county make it a magnet for residents in much 
of the county.  given the important role that new york city plays 
in the regional economy and its culture, and given the limitations 
associated with auto travel into new york, the adequate function-
ing of the train station is a valuable contribution to Aberdeen, 
Matawan and the many towns to the south.  similarly, the renais-
sance of newark and the new Jersey Hudson River waterfront 
towns, all accessible through the train station, strengthens the 
value of the station.  And the opening of the newark Airport sta-
tion, which will be reachable by north Jersey coast line train 
service, will further buttress the train station's value.

      

influences on tHe stAtion 
AReA develoPMent:  

iMMediAte stAtion AReA

the immediate station area is completely dominated by station 
area parking in a variety of private lots and nJ tRAnsit lots.  
Parking demand is so strong it has become a cottage indus-
try with almost every small business selling spaces by the day, 
week, and month.  Adjacent to the station are a variety of small 
industrial businesses, a handful of restaurants, some conve-
nience retail and a variety of underutilized or vacant properties.  

As the station is transformed, the following influences should be 
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Figure	6:		Connections
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taken into strong consideration:

AdJAcent ResidentiAl neigHBoRHoods

on two sides of the parking areas are residential uses (sin-
gle-family homes) that form the edge of two neighborhoods.  
Although these neighborhoods have had to struggle with the 
auto-dominated environment of the station, there has been, none-
theless, some reinvestment in these neighborhoods in recent 
years, including new in-fill housing

the building blocks of a transit-friendly town plan already exist 
in the existing street and block system of the neighborhoods 
surrounding the train station.  every effort should be made to 
reinforce what is already taking place - to aggressively continue 
to in-fill the vacant and underutilized parcels on these blocks.  
significant in-fill housing is possible here for people who will 
be self-selected these neighborhoods for their excellent transit 
access to new york city and newark.  future development on 
the surface parking lots near these neighborhoods should suppl-
eement the existing street pattern and make the appropriate tran-
sition to the small-lot, single-family scale of the existing neighbor-
hoods.  

tRAffic And PARking iMPActs of 

develoPMent in tHe stAtion AReA:  A 

cAution

given the burden on the street network around the station and 
on the major approach roads to it, it is especially important to try 
to understand the traffic implications of potential development 
opportunities, and a traffic analysis is an important next step.  
Although it is not possible to be specific unless a specific propos-
al is known, rough comparisons of the traffic generated by office 
space versus residential development can be informative.  for 
this purpose, suppose a development of 1,000,000 square feet of 
office space is constructed, and alternatively an equivalent build-
ing bulk of residential is considered.
despite proximity to the station, experience elsewhere in new 



Jersey shows that only about 7 percent of workers will arrive by 
train to work in suburban office developments.  with an average 
of three workers per 1,000 square feet (with 50 percent of the 
workers arriving in the peak hour and with an average occupancy 
of 1.1 workers per vehicle), it can be expected that about 1,400 
vehicle trips would be added in the peak hour with a 1,000,000 
square foot development.

Residential development of 1,000,000 square feet in an apart-
ment or townhouse complex would be equivalent to 868 units, 
roughly 1,500 square feet in size.  with an average of 1.4 work-
ers per household, and given likely travel patterns and transit 
modal shares, it can be expected that about 310 vehicle trips 
would be added to the street traffic in the peak hour in the vicin-
ity of the train station.  this would be less than one-quarter  
the amount added by comparably-sized office development.  
Although these estimates are only illustrative, they do suggest 
that great care must be taken in order not to overburden the 
street network, particularly if developments are mostly office in 
nature.  Moreover, the vehicle trips generated by new develop-
ment are likely to find their way on many of the same roads that 
are already burdened with vehicle access to the rail station.

As for parking requirements, and using the example above, office 
development is likely to require upwards of 4,000 parking spaces 
(4 spaces per 1,000 square feet), which residential develop only 
about 1,770 spaces (even with as many as two spaces per dwell-
ing), or slightly more than half as many spaces as offices.  given 
the current shortage of parking for commuters today, offices 
clearly would add appreciably to the burden, although develop-
ment provides some financial resources for addressing these 
burdens.

understandably, the two jurisdictions may be more inclined 
toward accepting offices rather than more residences, since 
commercial development traditionally generates ratables without 
adding the cost burden of added school children.  Residential 
development in this area, though it will inevitably add some to the 
burden on schools, may not add as much as would happen in a 
typical suburban households, since double-income, no-children 
households and empty nesters will likely account for much of the 
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housing demand in this area.  Residential development probably 
offers a much greater possibility of adding people to the commu-
nity, who will have a direct stake in the community, and who will 
frequent its restaurants and retail establishments more than work-
ers in "nine-to-five"office developments.

given the traffic implications, it would be prudent for the two 
towns to very carefully and cautiously examine the traffic implica-
tions of any development proposal, especially given the uncer-
tainty of funding for additional highway capacity and access proj-
ects.  An early examination of market conditions would also be 
of help to determine the likelihood of developments with various 
uses.  A suggested scope for the traffic analysis is outlined as  
Appendix B to this report.

RecoMMendAtions/ 
develoPMent guidelines
the following guidelines in figures 7-12 on the following pages 
are presented as a potential framework that both Aberdeen and 
Matawan could consider in their respective  redevelopment plans 
for the station area.  



Figure	7:	scale	and	density

new	development	should	make	appropri-

ate	transitions	in	scale	and	promote	the	

completion	of	the	existing	neighborhoods.		

Future	redevelopment	should	respect	the	

existing	scale	and	street	pattern	of	the	ex-

isting	residential	areas.		Where	possible,	

existing	streets	should	be	extended	into	

the	new	development.		Where	this	is	not	

possible	or	appropriate,	the	termination	of	

existing	streets	should	be	resolved	in	an	

architecturally	appropriate	way.		Wherever	

development	is	of	a	larger	scale	the	mass-

ing	of	new	buildings	and	the	scale	of	new	

well-defined	open	spaces	should	effect	a	

gradual	transition	in	scale	to	the	existing	

single-family	neighborhoods.

specifically:

•	 Complete	the	street	system	in	the	exist-

ing	neighborhood	and	promote	in-fill	

residential	development	of	vacant	and	

underutilized	parcels.

•	 Create	a	transition	zone	between	the	

existing	neighborhood	and	new	devel-

opment.		the	transition	zone	should	

be	characterized	by	intermediate	scale	

development	that	is	compatible	with	the	

massing	and	architecture	of	the	exist-

ing	neighborhoods.		the	streets	within	

this	zone	should	be	treated	as	"seams"	

between	the	existing	neighborhoods	and	

the	new	developments.

•	 designate	a	core	area	capable	of	sup-

porting	the	highest	density	development	

that	follows	the	tracks	and	extends	into	

the	Aberdeen	parking	area.		despite	the	

larger	scale	of	development,	the	build-

ings	in	this	core	area	must	create	a	

station	area	that	is	human	in	scale	with	

excellent	visibility	from	main	street	and	

Atlantic	Avenue.

•	 Create	a	landscape	buffer	along	the	west	

and	north	edges	of	the	redevelopment	

area	to	provide	a	suitable	scale	transition	

to	the	wetlands	and	lake	matawan	and	to	

prevent	more	intense	development	from	

overwhelming	these	natural	resource	

amenities.
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Figure	7:		scale	and	density
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Figure	�:	Connections

the	redevelopment	of	the	matawan/	

Aberdeen	station	area	should	make	as	

many	connections	as	possible	to	the	sur-

rounding	context	and	street	network.	

Future	development	should	maximize	the	

potential	for	connections	beyond	the	sta-

tion	area.		these	include:

•	 connections	to	the	proposed	henry	

hudson	heritage	trail

•	 connections	to	the	edges	of	the	lake	and	

the	wetlands

•	 connections	to	the	existing	neighbor-

hoods	through	extensions	of	the	existing	

street	pattern

•	 connections	to	the	network	of	roads	

radiating	from	the	station	by	respond-

ing	to	the	importance	of	main	street	and	

Atlantic	Avenue

these	connections	should	have	the	follow-

ing	hierarchy:

•	 make	primary	connections	from	the	sta-

tion	area	to	downtown	matawan	by	way	

of	main	street,	to	Aberdeen	by	way	of	

Atlantic	Avenue	and	to	points	east	via	

upper	main	street.	

•	 make	secondary	connections	to	the	side	

streets	in	the	existing	neighborhoods.		

Where	possible	extend	these	streets	into	

the	redevelopment	sites.		Where	this	is	

not	possible,	recognize	the	termination	

of	the	side	streets	in	the	new	site	and	

building	designs

Figure	�:		Connections



Figure	�:		edges	and	gateways

the	new	development	should	articulate	the	

importance	of	the	edges	of	major	connect-

ing	roads	and	opportunities	to	create	gate-

ways	into	the	site.		(diagram	#3)

•	 the	massing	of	the	buildings	should	

create	a	sense	of	entry,	especially	at	the	

most	important	gateway	opportunities	

where	the	major	connecting	roads	enter	

the	redevelopment	area	-	main	street,	

Atlantic	Avenue,	and	upper	main	street.		

•	 the	architecture	and	site	planning	of	the	

redevelopment	area	should	respond	to	

the	secondary	gateway	opportunities	

where	side	streets	from	the	neighbor-

hoods	enter	the	redevelopment	zone.

•	 the	station	area	should	be	well	defined.		

building	entrances	and	important	facades	

should	be	oriented	towards	the	station	

with	excellent	visibility	from	the	major	

gateways.
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Figure	�:		edges	and	gateways
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Figure 10:  Views
Views into the redevelopment area should 
guide the placement and scale of buildings.
• The new developments need to respect 

views from key locations beyond the 
boundaries of the site.  This is espe-
cially true for taller buildings that may 
be visible when looking across the Lake 
Matawan from the small park on Main 
Street.

• The station area should be visible from 
key approaches and gateways into the 
redevelopment areas.

• Views from Atlantic Street should extend 
the full length of the station area plat-
forms to assure the sense of security 
that comes with passive surveillance.

Figure	10:		views



Figure 11:  Pedestrian Precincts
Prioritize three "pedestrian precincts" and 
the connections between them.  The recom-
mendations outlined in Part I of this report 
are a starting point for creating a pedestrian 
oriented environment around the station.  
• The "primary station area" should take in 

portions of the area on the opposite side 
of Atlantic Avenue.  The roads within this 
area, and the road crossings, should be 
treated with a unified design that includes 
the full range of traffic calming and pe-
destrian amenities. 

• New development should create a set-
ting for the existing historic train station, 
including a new square or public space 
around the station.

• The intersection of Main and Little/Ravine 
is one of the most important gateways 
into the site.  Street furniture, lighting and 
paving materials should create a sense 
of arrival and connection to the other 
spaces and to the train station.

• A unified streetscape design along Little 
Street should be applied to link these 
three places.
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Figure	11:		Pedestrial	Precincts

Figure 12:  Edges and Orientation
New buildings around the primary station 
area should be oriented toward a well-de-
fined public space or station square.  This 
"station square" should include drop off 
and pick up areas on each side of the sta-
tion and as well as a plaza that can be an 
amenity for both rail passengers and the 
local community.  
• Establish minimum transparency re-

quirements for facades of the buildings 
that face onto the station area and onto 
Atlantic Avenue.  Tenant these ground 
floor spaces with uses that will activate 
the station area.

• Locate building entrances where they will 
activate the station square and the key 
gateways to the redevelopment area.

• Plan a station area that is functional, at-
tractive, and that includes a variety of 
amenities and attractions.

Figure	12:		edges	and	orientation
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findings
the Aberdeen-Matawan station serves both a local and regional 
function.  Almost 40 percent of the riders live in the two towns, 
with the remaining originating in towns to south - Marlboro, 
Manalapan, freehold, colts neck, and Holmdel.  Many use the 
Route 79 or Route 34 corridors to reach the station through 
Matawan, contributing over 1,500 autos to that community's traffic 
twice a day.  for these towns, these strategically-aligned roads 
to the Aberdeen-Matawan station offers the quickest and easi-
est choice for use of the rail transit system.  eighty-one percent 
of riders drive to the station, with 13.5 percent arriving as pas-
sengers.  while only five percent walk, this proportion translates 
into about 175 people a day who arrive at the station on foot, an 
sizeable number, especially in light of the barrier to walking in the 
station area.  few people bicycle to the station.  

Results from PPs's more limited survey of 76 train passengers 
indicated that travel times to the station were less than ten min-
utes or less for 45 percent of the train riders, but with a large 41 
percent taking ten to 20 minute to reach station.  the relatively 
young demographic in the sample of passengers (36 percent 
were between the ages of 21 and 35 and 34 percent between the 
ages of 36 and 45) suggested that more of those among them 
who were close to the station might walk or bicycle if facilities 
were improved.      

Pedestrian Access

the pedestrian access routes that join the two towns to each 
other and to the train station are primarily Atlantic Avenue and 
Main street, but also include Aberdeen Road and Johnson 
Avenue.  All of these streets are generally satisfactory places 
to walk, although there are locations (such as at the regional 
high school on Atlantic) where there are no sidewalks.  Portions 
of Main street have extensive curb cuts and building setbacks, 
which reduces the comfort of walking. 

the main obstacles occur not on roads leading to the station, 
but on the streets that connect Main and Atlantic.  little street, 

key issues And 
32	

trAnsit	Friendly	
Communities	For
neW	jersey



which connects Matawan and Aberdeen by way of a bridge 
across lake Matawan, has narrow sidewalks.  farther from the 
station, church street has significant impediments to pedestrian 
(and bicycle) travel near the older industrial buildings near the 
freehold Branch right-of-way.  the topography is steep and side-
walks are narrow and in disrepair.  this area also feels isolated 
and unsupervised which will be an obstacle to the use of the pro-
posed rail trail (described below) as well.

the closer one gets to the station, the worse the pedestrian 
environment becomes.  nearer the station, pedestrians must 
navigate poor, narrow, and missing pieces of the local sidewalk 
system interrupted by curb cuts, driveways, cars parked on the 
sidewalk, and other obstacles.  Pedestrian crosswalks at street 
intersections or mid-block where people need to cross are gener-
ally poorly marked, if they exist at all.  it is hardly surprising that 
about two thirds of passengers interviewed rated the adequacy of 
the area's sidewalks to be "fair" or "poor."  A similar percentage 
also felt that the ease in crossing Atlantic Avenue or Main street, 
and the ease in walking to and from the parking lots to the station 
was also "fair" or "poor."   

Because of these conditions and the widespread preference for 
using the automobile, few people walk to the station from their 
homes.  of the passengers who do choose to walk to and from 
the station, most choose Atlantic Avenue or Johnson Avenue rath-
er than Main street.  still, people walking to and from their parked 
cars generate the most pedestrian traffic around the station. 

these main pedestrian routes are discussed below:

Atlantic Avenue

Atlantic Avenue, the main route of people walking to and from 
their home in both towns, is a predominantly low scale residen-
tial street.  this street, once it crosses Meadow Road, one block 
to the west of the station, is pleasant to walk except in front of 
the high school, where there are no sidewalks.  Atlantic Avenue 
around the station (extending from Meadow Road to Main street), 
however, is dominated by commuter parking lots on both sides of 
the street, with no buffer between the parked cars and pedestri-
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ans.  in fact, parked cars often extend out onto the sidewalks. 
while short-term on-street parking is permitted along both sides 
of Atlantic Avenue, the street itself is, in actuality, not wide 
enough to support dual side parking.  since this on-street parking 
appears to be lightly used, rethinking the function of the curb lane 
opens up potential for improving bicycle access, as is described 
in more detail below.

At the station itself, there are no crosswalks across Atlantic 
Avenue at the main pedestrian entrance to the station. this 
is precisely the area where there is the most conflict between 
pedestrians and vehicles entering and leaving the station area.  
in addition, the placement of signs and signals at the track cross-
ing creates a confusing environment for pedestrians.  finally, 
excessively wide driveway turning radii at the entrances to the 
nJ tRAnsit commuter parking lots encourage higher traffic 
speeds and make it more difficult for people to walk along Atlantic 
Avenue.

Meadow Road

Meadow Road is the key connection between Main street, 
Atlantic Avenue, and the train station.  it is bordered on the east 
side by the vacant, historic station building, commuter parking, 
an underutilized, former drop-off area and, on the west side, by a 
mix of businesses and private commuter parking lots.  excessive 
curb cuts break the continuity of the sidewalks and there is no 
sidewalk at all along the west side of the street. 

Main street

Main street serves as a major traffic corridor that connects the 
train station to Route 35 to the west and Matawan's historic Main 
street corridor and the Route 34 commercial corridor to the east.  
in the vicinity of the station, walking is difficult on Main street, 
with multiple curb cuts that break up the continuity of the side-
walk.  the sidewalk on the bridge over Matawan lake, separated 
from the roadway with an unattractive guide rail, is extremely 
narrow and uncomfortable to navigate.  the curb radii from 
Broad street onto Main street encourages high speed right turns.  
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there are no pedestrian crosswalks at key entry points to the 
train station, including Meadow / Aberdeen Road, the entrances 
to the parking lot by the former more modern station building, and 
Atlantic Avenue.

However, there is an opportunity to improve the quality of pedes-
trian space in this area.  Memorial Park, located at the intersec-
tion of Main and Broad streets is well maintained, but could be 
visually enhanced.  it also cannot take advantage of the views of 
the Matawan lake because of overgrown vegetation next to the 
lake.  Also, the westbound left turn lane from Main onto Broad 
street appears to be longer than is needed, it could be land-
scaped in the future. 

Johnson Avenue

Johnson Avenue is a residential street that runs roughly parallel 
to Atlantic Avenue and provides an alternate connection to the 
station.  it has no sidewalks. 

other streets 

there are a number of streets located within the township of 
Aberdeen and sandwiched between lower Main street and the 
train station.  these include Harrison and dolan Avenues that 
each have direct access off Atlantic Avenue and dead end into 
natural wetlands.  these streets, a mix of residential and indus-
trial uses, have poorly maintained sidewalks, where they exist at 
all.  directly adjacent to the train station is an industrial storage 
property that functions as an informal pick-up and drop off area 
as well as the regular location for a morning snack truck; it has 
not sidewalks in front of it.

Bicycle Access      

Although a handful of people ride their bicycles to the train sta-
tion - seven or eight were counted on an average day at the bike 
racks in the fall - the environment in the broader community and 
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around the station does not encourage it.  there is only an infor-
mal network of routes including a route around lake leferts, the 
Henry Hudson Heritage trail, the Raritan Bay shore Bike trail, 
and keyport.  currently these routes are poorly maintained and 
are rarely marked.  Points of departure from existing bike paths 
to shared roadways are in disrepair and are not clearly identified.  
this is particularly problematic at intersections with roads car-
rying heavier volumes of vehicular traffic.  for example, bicycle 
travel is constrained by the narrow sidewalks on the little street 
Bridge and by the poor sidewalks and poor visibility of the  por-
tion of church street nearest the Henry Hudson Heritage trail. 

existing drainage gutters and storm grates, particularly at inter-
sections, are another challenge to bicycle riders throughout the 
Matawan/Aberdeen station area and commercial districts.  Pools 
of water and considerable accumulations of gravel and refuse in 
gutters and near storm grates are a common occurrence through-
out the study area. 

finally, bicycle parking and other bicyclist amenities are in short 
supply at both the Aberdeen/Matawan train station and in nearby 
commercial districts.  At the station, there are two bike racks, 
one in the station entrance plaza area and one adjacent to the 
outbound platform.  lockers are provided for bicyclists  along the 
former outbound platform of the original historic station building, 
closer to Main street. 

while current access to the station for bicyclists is poor, there 
is potential for significant improvement.  the topography of 
Matawan and Aberdeen is generally flat and scenic, making 
bicycling physically easy.  there are plans to greatly improve the 
Henry Hudson Heritage trail as part of a Monmouth county gre-
enway plan along the right-of-way of the former freehold Branch 
rail line, which leads directly to the station.  

not all streets can be made convenient for bicyclists.  Main 
street's heavy traffic volumes and frequent curb cuts, for exam-
ple, make it difficult for bicyclists to navigate.  to determine which 
local roads would be suitable to designate as bicycle approach 
routes to the station, Rutgers university's transportation Policy 
institute (tPi) compared the conditions of the selected roadways 
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to the Bicycle compatible Roadways and Bikeways, Planning 
and design guidelines published by the new Jersey department 
of transportation (nJdot, April 1996).   tPi found that many of 
Matawan and Aberdeen's major roadways do not meet nJ dot's 
guidelines.  Roadways such as Atlantic Avenue and church 
street could be enhanced by improved street design and encour-
aging the development of a comprehensive bicycle and pedes-
trian path network linked to the downtowns and the train station. 

tPi's assessment report and explanation of nJdot's bicycle 
compatibility guidelines are included as Appendix c to this report.

tRAnsit Access

Although the rail station serves 3,500 people per weekday, there 
is currently no nJ tRAnsit bus service to the station.  the high 
level of demand and the shortage of parking spaces suggests 
that a bus service could be well used, however.  indeed, 57% of 
those passengers interviewed indicated that the two jurisdictions 
should give "high" or "moderate priority" to providing a looped 
route shuttle bus service from the station to specific locations in 
Matawan and Aberdeen.  

the Borough of Matawan is working with nJ tRAnsit to 
develop a satisfactory routing for a local jitney shuttle bus that 
could transport passengers, predominantly Matawan residents, 
to and from the train station along a multiple stop route through 
town during peak hours that would include a stop in downtown 
Matawan as well as in the surrounding neighborhoods.  it is 
hoped that this effort will not only provide an alternative to driving, 
but also encourage people to shop and spend time in downtown 
Matawan.  the shuttle bus is one of several efforts the Borough 
is working on to help create better connections to the train sta-
tion and revitalize the downtown area at the same time.  A more 
specific discussion of the issues related to downtown Matawan 
is included in the Revitalization and links to Historic downtown 
Matawan section below. 

coMMuteR PARking 



current commuter parking surrounding the Aberdeen-Matawan 
station on surface lot sites along Atlantic Avenue, Meadow 
Road, and Main street accommodates approximately 2,150 
cars.  of these parking facilities, about 1,300 spaces are on 
property owned by nJ tRAnsit and managed by the Borough 
of Matawan and the township of Aberdeen; about 800 spaces 
are owned and managed by a 10 different private businesses.  
Aberdeen owns only one small 16-space lot.  Parking fees, which 
do not differentiate between residents and non-residents, are 
levied on either an annual basis ($360), a quarterly basis ($60 
to $100), on a monthly basis ($25-$45), or a daily basis ($2 to 
$5).  Many of these lots have long waiting lists.  in general, the 
nJ tRAnsit-owned lots are less expensive, reflecting a desire 
on the part of the transit agency to ensure that high costs do not 
deter from the attractiveness of using the railroad.  consequently, 
the waiting lists tend to be longer for those facilities.  detailed 
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information for each parking lot is found in table 1.

Parking is clearly an issue for station users.  eighty-four percent 
of the passengers interviewed by PPs rated the amount of park-
ing around the train station as "fair" or "poor" and 85 percent 
identified constructing more parking facilities as a "high" or "mod-
erate" priority for the area.  

stAtion dRoP-off And Pick-uP AReAs

with the relocation of the station to the present site, the drop-off 
area for station passengers was reduced.  vehicles are not per-
mitted to stand and drop-off or pick up passengers along either 
side of on Atlantic Avenue in front of the station.  in theory, pas-
sengers should be dropped off in front of the second, more "mod-
ern" former train station building and walk across the street to 
the station.  in practice, people drive into the private industrial lot 
adjacent to the station to drop-off passengers, or stop illegally on 
Atlantic Avenue.

Passenger pick-up areas at the station are also present chal-
lengesproblematic.  the official pickup area is not visible from 
Atlantic Avenue, is poorly marked, and spatially ill defined.  
drivers are uncertain as to do not know where they area allowed 
to park or wait.  for passengers, there is little seating and protec-
tion from the weather while waiting.  Many passengers do not 
know that there is a designated pick-up area, and wait on Atlantic 
where, again, cars are not supposed to stop. 

tHe stAtion AReA  As A "PlAce"

As a new facility, the Aberdeen-Matawan station is generally 
attractive and well maintained.  A small but attractive plaza leads 
to a climate controlled waiting roomarea, with rest rooms and 
seating.  the station suffers more because the area around it is 
so unattractive: seventy-four percent of the passengers inter-
viewed rated the attractiveness of the area around the train sta-
tion as "fair" or "poor", while only 13 percent rated it "good."    

with redevelopment, this environment will improve and additional 
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commuter services and retail could be provided, if designed and 
conveniently located next to the station.  in fact, two-thirds indi-
cated that the townships should give "high" or "moderate" priority 
to developing new commuter-oriented retail and services in the 
station area.  Passengers suggested the following retail or servic-
es that they would like to see at the station or in the station area:
• A coffee / bagel shop, or bakery; 
• A restaurant;
• A convenience store; 
• A day care center; 
• A supermarket or pharmacy; 
• A dry cleaners.

the need for a store with take-out coffee, food and/ or conve-
nience was the most frequently mentioned by passengers (13 
responses). 

Another 36 percent identified the provision of a concierge service 
at the station as a "moderate" priority for the townships, while 18 
percent thought a service such as this should be a high priority.  
A concierge service would allow passengers to drop off their dry 
cleaning, shoes for repair, or order a take-out dinner in the morn-
ing and pick up these items on their way home.   

Passengers suggested some additional amenities for the sta-
tion.  there is also a need for additional seating on the platforms 
and at pick-up and drop-off waiting areas.  extending the station 
building's hours of operation and providing access to restroom 
facilities would add to passenger comfort.  others requested an 
AtM machine and a ticket vending machine.   

while passengers consider the development of new commuter 
retail and services to be a priority for the redevelopment of the 
station area, most gave a "low" priority to the development of 
new rental housing (66%), condominium housing (66%) and new 
commercial office space (51%).  of course, this sample repre-
sents the preferences of rail passengers, the majority of who live 
outside of the two communities sharing the railroad station.

the "original" historic station building, now vacant, and the 
excessive sidewalk space around the platform areas provides a 
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challenging opportunity for redevelopment.  while nJ tRAnsit 
has considered redevelopment options for the building many 
times in the past, rising rehabilitation costs and the lack of a solid 
redevelopment proposal has resulted in the continued vacancy of 
the building.  Architecturally distinctive, however, the historicold 
station building brings a unique presence to the area; its resto-
rationdevelopment presents an opportunity to improve the sense 
of place around the train station  and and could serve as aa 
focal point for new development.  the idea of redeveloping this 
building was also raised by passengers as something the towns 
townships and nJ tRAnsit should consider.  A few passengers 
specifically suggested the possibility of the building housing a 
restaurant or coffee shop.  An opportunity for additional uses to 
complementthe adaptive reuse of the former more "modern" sta-
tion building, although currently occupied with nJ tRAnsit's 
administrative offices in the former, more modern station building, 
also exists and could be considered as a long-term possibility 
with the redevelopment of the area.  

RevitAlizAtion And links to HistoRic 

downtown MAtAwAn 

 
the Borough of Matawan is actively working to revitalize its his-
toric downtown, and to improve the environment and services so 
that it attracts more businesses and shoppers, including commut-
ers going to and from the station.  the Borough would therefore 
like to form as many links to the station as possible -- for pedes-
trians, bicyclists, and shuttle buseseven through a shuttle bus.  
However, because the downtown is seen as a rather long walk 
from the station, the idea of a concierge service for the station is 
of local interest because it would allow businesses to be able to 
provide a service for passengers directly at the station.

Historic downtown Matawan runs along Main street from lake 
Matawan to church street.  Presently, new commercial develop-
ment is occurring along Routes 35 and 34 and traffic congestion 
is caused along Main street during rush hours by train station 
commuters accessing Route 34.  little of this traffic, however, 
stops to visit the Main street commercial corridor.  As part of the 
passenger survey, people were asked about their usage patterns 
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of historic downtown Matawan and the section of Main street 
between the Matawan River Bridge and Atlantic Avenue to get 
a sense of the connections and links between commuters and 
these areas.  the survey indicated that there is very little use of 
these areas in general by passengers: 70 percent said they rarely 
or never shop or visit a professional office in downtown Matawan 
and 61 percent rarely or never visit the Main street area.  train 
station commuters are an untapped market.

one key issue with downtown is its pedestrian environment.  the 
buildings are a mix of historic and 1970s vintage that are set 
back at varied distances from the street.  curb cuts and park-
ing lots front the street interrupt the continuity of the sidewalks.  
there is a lack of mid-block crosswalks to aid shoppers and the 
sidewalks have an uneven surface for walking and vary in width.  
Although there has been some attempt to unify the area with 
"Historic Main street" signs and banners, and some building and 
façade renovations are visibly underway, the offering of services 
and retail businesses are insufficient to draw people from the 
train station to stop and do their shopping.  

As part of this study, downtown new Jersey, inc. conducted a 
“downtown Business Assistance team" evaluation of the district.  
in addition to conditions contributing to a poor environment for 
pedestrians and bicycles, the study identified the need for:

• a greater the mix of commercial retail and use of underutilized 
downtown properties; 

• reduced traffic speeds; 
• a coordination of existing parking options, integrated parking 

signage, and an expansion of off-street parking; 
• stronger downtown management to coordinate and direct 

downtown activities
• image building, and promotional activities to attract people to 

the area; and
• appropriate design standards for buildings in the historic com-

mercial district.

the study's findings and recommendations are included as an 
appendix  Appendix d to this report.   
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RecoMMendAtions/
RedeveloPMent guidelines
the Aberdeen-Matawan train station already functions as both 
a destination and a gateway to the Aberdeen township and the 
Borough of Matawan townships by virtue of its location along 
Atlantic Avenue, which serves as a boundary line between the 
two townships.  while the station is accessible by automobile, it 
is not so accommodating by foot, bicycle, or transit.  there are 
opportunities both in the short-, mid- and long-term to expand the 
station and station area's multi-modal transportation accessibility, 
its inter- and intra-town linkages, create distinctive public spaces, 
and guide new development to act as a catalyst for revitalizing 
Matawan and Aberdeens a whole.

Figure	13:	Atlantic	Avenue	adjacent	to	the	

station	(left)	-	proposed	improvements

Figure	14	:		Atlantic	Ave.	east	of	meadow	

road	(right)	-	new	sidewalk	at	edge	of	park-

ing	lot
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the following recommendations are aimed at improving vehicu-
lar, pedestrian, and bicycle access and safety in the station 
area in the short, medium, and long term, prior to major rede-
velopment of the station area sites.  in the next section, under 
Implementation, are a series of short-term recommendations as 
well as a compilation of the responsibilities is provided in chart 
form.

PedestRiAn Access

create distinct pedestrian crossings, sidewalk/curb improve-
ments, and traffic calming measures along various local streets 
leading to the station to increase pedestrian safety, and more 
clearly define vehicular spaces.

Additional new sidewalks, neck-downs, crosswalks, and a reduc-
tion of curb radii are recommended needed to narrow pedestrian 
crossing distances and calm traffic at all streets leading to the 
station.  in general, the goal is to provide:

• gateways to the station area from Main street in Matawan; 
• continuous, well-paved sidewalks, with minimal disruptions 

by curb cuts;
• Pedestrian amenities (trees, seating, etc.);
• crosswalks at all intersections and, in some instances, neck-

downs at corners to narrow crossing distances for pedestri-
ans and to help slow vehicles at intersections;

• Bufferinged edges at the sidewalks adjacent to parking lots 
using plantings, a sitwall, or a low fence -- preventing cars 
from parking in the lots from "overhanging" ontoon the side-
walk;

the following are recommended for each street:

• consider installing a traffic light at the Meadow Road inter-
section for vehicles exiting from the nJ tRAnsit commuter 
lot.

• create an improved passenger drop-off and pick up area (see 
below.)

• create defined, striped crosswalks on Atlantic for pedestrians 
exiting and entering the station (from the station plaza to the 

Figure	16:	main	street	-	new	bridge	at	lake	

matawan

Figure	15:	Atlantic	Avenue	and	main	street	

intersection	-	proposed	improvements
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parking lot; along Atlantic at the parking lot entry; and on all 
sides of the Atlantic/ Meadow Road intersection).  Pedestrian 
striping should also be placed in front of the train station for 
pedestrian and bicycle use in a bright and distinctive paint 
color.  in the long term, these crosswalks could be defined 
with special pavers or textured asphalt.

• consider redesigning the pedestrian track crossings and add-
ing an edge to the sidewalk to clearly indicate to pedestrians 
when it is safe to cross the tracks and when it is not. 

• extend the sidewalk from the train station plaza to the adja-
cent industrial property parking lot.

• Remove the existing fence along the outbound station side of 
Atlantic Avenue. 

• Provide landscaping along the sidewalk to help visually buffer 
the commuter parking from the street. 

• Provide a sidewalk along Meadow Road by reconfiguring 
existing parking lots.

• consider locating distinct train station directional and iden-
tifying signs, landscaping, and artwork to better mark the 

Figure	17:	enhancements	to	veterans	Park

Figure	1�	-	new	edges	and	entries	for	park-

ing	lots.
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entrance into the train station area.  Address pedestrian 
needs by repairing sidewalks and providing crosswalks. 

• Reduce the width of curb cuts at commercial developments, 
such as the 7-11 store.

• create a "t-intersection", eliminating the high-speed right turn 
lane from Broad onto Main street at veteran's Park.  Replace 
with an amber blinking light for stopping at the t-intersection.  
(Figure 15, page 43)

• enhance veteran's Park with additional pedestrian pathways, 
seating, public programming.  consider the creation of a new 
memorial sculpture for the site incorporating public participa-
tion. (Figure 17, previous page)

• Provide a wooden walkway and bridge adjacent to the exist-
ing bridge for pedestrian use.  Prune trees to open up views 
of the lake.  (Figure 16, page 43)

• create a distinct driveway into the commuter parking lot buff-
ered on either side with landscaping with the understanding 
that the site will likely be developed in the future.  (Figure 18, 
previous page)

Bicycle Access

enhance existing roadways to encourage the development of a 
comprehensive bicycle network linked to the downtown and the 
train station. 

• Provide signs on existing informal bicycle routes and shared 
roadways to indicate route paths and links to area attractions.  
"share the Road" signs, traffic control devices, and hazard 
markings for bicyclists and motorists should also be provided, 
especially at the intersections where designated bikeways 
meet shared roadways, to alert motorists and bicyclists of 
potential obstacles as well as to look out for one another.

• Repair unsafe conditions where existing bike paths transition 
to shared roadways and install bicycle safe storm water inlets, 
grates that are flush with the pavement outside of the lane 
sharing area, and improved lighting.  

• Provide weather protected bicycle parking in the station area 
and downtown Matawan.  Provide bicycle supportive ameni-
ties such as benches, telephones, and newspaper vending 
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machines. 
• create strong pedestrian and bicycle links and access to the 

station from the Henry Hudson Heritage trail.
• designate a bike lane along both sides of Atlantic Avenue 

that connects to the future heritage trail, and east of Meadow 
Road by eliminating on-street parking.

• widen the Main street Bridge over lake Matawan to provide 
a pedestrian and bicycle path from Broad street to the sta-
tion.  the path can continue off-street and lead directly into 
the station parking lot.  (A designated bike route on Main 
street through downtown Matawan is not recommended.)  

tRAnsit Access

explore implementation of transit shuttle to the station. 

• initiate a shuttle service to the station to transport passengers 
on a loop through Matawan and Aberdeen to the train station 
to reduce the use of cars in the train station area. 

        

coMMuteR PARking

Consider relocating commuter parking at the station as redevel-
opment occurs. 

consider relocating parking from the area around the historic for-
mer train station to create a public square in front of the station 
(Figure 19). 

• consider adding temporary commuter parking adjacent to the 
historic station platform.   

• As redevelopment occurs around the station, consider consol-
idating surface commuter parking into structured facilities that 
are integrated into the fabric of the selected redevelopment 
plans.   

stAtion dRoP-off And Pick-uP AReAs

Create improved drop-off and pick up areas for better  passen-

Figure	1�:	historic	station	and	Potential	

Future	square

Figure	20:	site-Plan	-	Proposed	station	

Pedestrian	and	drop-off	improvements
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ger access to the station; Consider providing temporary stopping 
zones that do not obstruct traffic circulation around the station 
(Figure 20).

drop-offs: 

• on an extended sidewalk to the west of the station in front of 
the adjacent industrial property, consider creating a defined 
drop-off area..  with new development in the long term, a sta-
tion plaza and drop-off area could be extended along the full 
length of the  inbound platform. (Figure 21)

Pick-ups: 

• create a pick-up area on the east side of Atlantic, across from 
the outbound station area   

• for the long-term, consider widening the sidewalk parallel 
with the platform; repave it to match station Plaza, and pro-
vide new seating in the pick-up area.  in the short term, use 
painted striping, along the outbound platform to effectively 
widen the sidewalk.  the short term painted striping should 
be matched to the striping along Atlantic Avenue (Figure 22). 

• in the long-term, consider providing a new stair and ramp 
access from platform to this new sidewalk, the commuter 
parking lot.

• in the long-term, consider reconfiguring the existing park-
ing ticket and bicycle covered space as a waiting space with 

Figure	21:	extended	drop-off	Area,	West	of	

station

Figure	22:	redesigned	station	Pick-up	

Area
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benches, covered shelter, landscaping, bicycle racks, and pay 
telephones.  in the short-term, consider restriping this area to 
match station Plaza.

• with new development in the long term, consider switching 
the locations of the existing handicapped parking and pick-up 
area to make pick-up more visible from Atlantic Avenue.   the 
pick-up area could also be extended along the full length of 
the outbound  platform as part of the long term station area 
redevelopment.

signAge 

Establish a community-based signage and information system 
(aka "wayfinding system") for pedestrians, bicyclists, and vehi-
cles.
A community-based signage system to direct pedestrians, 
bicyclists, and vehicles to the train station, historic downtown 
Matawan, and places of interest in the broader vicinity of the 
station will enhance station and community image, visibility, and 
access    

directional information 
• develop community-wide signage within half a mile of the 

station geared specifically to pedestrians and bicyclists in 
both Aberdeen and Matawan., indicating convenient and safe 
routes to the station.  include signs at intersections of des-
ignated bikeways and shared roadways and along existing 
informal bicycle routes. 

• locate community "welcome" signs along major streets lead-
ing to the station including Main street, Atlantic Avenue, 
Meadow Road, Aberdeen Road, Broad street, and lower 
Main street.  signs should include directional information to 
show people:  

• How to find the train station
• commuter parking locations
• station drop-off and pick-up locations
• Bicycle parking locations
• consider relocating the existing  station identification sign to 

a more central and visible  location for motorists, pedestrians, 
and bicyclists.
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Area Maps

• Provide community-generated maps of the station area high-
lighting business and shop locations, landmarks, and places 
of interest in Matawan and Aberdeen within walking and bicy-
cling distance.

information kiosk 

• install a community information kiosk at the station for 
area residents and visitors to Matawan and Aberdeen that 
includes, for example, weekly schedules and listings of local 
theater, music and arts events, as well as current movies 
showing in area theaters.  

tHe stAtion As A "PlAce"

Improve the public spaces around the train station by encourag-
ing the programming of community activities and developing cer-
tain active uses adjacent to the station to improve the image of 
the station, make it more attractive and functional for transit riders 
and the host communities. 

station and Plaza 

• consider installing either a station retail tenant or kiosk out-
side the station building  to provide commuters with take-out 
coffee and newspapers and provide for presence at the sta-
tion.   

• Provide additional seating for passengers on the platform and 
in pick-up areas of the station.

• create an inviting public space area around the former more 
"modern" station building as an extension of the station plaza 
space that includes sheltered seating, additional bicycle 
racks, and landscaping; consider removing the existing bus 
shelter. 
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• consider establishing a community-based concierge service 
for participating local Matawan-Aberdeen businesses to serve 
daily commuters.  explore the possibilities of placing this ser-
vice at the  station or within walking distance. 

• Renovate and adaptively re-use the "original" former train 
station building with retail, community-based, or other active 
uses.  consider, in the long-term, creating a public space in 
front of this building, and reconfiguring parking accordingly. 

RevitAlizAtion And links to downtown 

MAtAwAn 

Improve the link between downtown businesses and the train sta-
tion, and improve the business environment along Main Street in 
Historic Downtown Matawan.

Promotions       

• coordinate marketing and promotional efforts of area busi-
nesses to area transit riders, local residents, and office work-
ers.  Activities such as concerts, festivals, and special events 
also should be used to promote local businesses and to draw 
people downtown on a regular basis.

Area Map        

• create an area map (see above)
 

concierge service

• once improvements have been made to the station and sta-
tion area, explore the possibility of creating a station-based 
concierge service with interested downtown businesses to 
be managed by the Historic downtown Matawan Business 
Association.  nJ tRAnsit's experience with other concierge 
service operations, namely at the Maplewood station, sug-
gests that a minimum daily ridership of 2,000 daily passen-
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gers is needed to support this type of service.  the Aberdeen-
Matawan station has a train ridership of approximately 3500, 
which provides a solid base of people might use the service.  
it should be noted that the start up of a concierge service 
requires tremendous energy and enthusiasm on the part of 
the community-based organizers and that concierge service 
operations take one to two years to develop a consistent 
clientele and management structure and sometimes longer 
before the operation becomes profitable.  the service is valu-
able as a promotional vehicle as well as a supplement to 
existing downtown businesses.  

Maintenance 

Create a community-based mechanism for the provision of ongo-
ing maintenance for the train station and station area to maintain 
the life and quality of the area's revitalization efforts, the distinct 
image, and pride of both Matawan and Aberdeen.

• the creation of a distinct entity to provide routine mainte-
nance within the station area (including any future streetscape 
and public space improvements) should be seriously con-
sidered as redevelopment of the station area occurs.  ways 
to achieve this should be explored among those parties 
who have a direct interest in the area, including Matawan 
Borough, Aberdeen township, and the Historic downtown 
Matawan Business Association. 
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the implementation effort relies upon the successful and ongo-
ing cooperation of   Aberdeen, Matawan, and nJ tRAnsit.  this 
report sets the stage for this future collaboration.

Much more detailed planning studies are necessary to develop 
a master plan for the area.  these include traffic analysis (see 
Appendix B), market feasibility studies, as well as additional 
urban design analysis.  while this is taking place, much still can 
be done to improve the access to the station and its overall envi-
ronment - in part, to attract developer interest in the area.  the 
implementation chart  outlines the many short,  mid- and long-
term improvements that can be undertaken. 

MAtAwAn/ABeRdeen stAtion

sHoRt teRM cHAnges

Pedestrian and Bicycle Access

1. traffic signal at intersection of Atlantic Avenue and Meadow 
Road

2 a. stripe crosswalks on all sides of Atlantic Avenue/Meadow 
Road intersection

 b. special striping along Atlantic Avenue in front of station to 
define auto pick-up/drop-off zone

 c. stripe crosswalk along Atlantic Avenue at parking lot entry 
 d. stripe crosswalks from station Plaza to parking lot
3. stripe Atlantic Avenue Roadway in front of train station (prior 

to repaving)
4. extend sidewalk from station to adjacent industrial property 

parking lot
5. Remove fence along Atlantic Avenue
6. landscape along sidewalk to buffer commuter parking
7. stripe new bicycle lanes along Atlantic Avenue
8. Provide sidewalk along Meadow Road
9. Provide painted warning sign on sidewalk between tracks and 

gates, such as: " do not stand or cross here when gates are 
down."

iMPleMentAtion

53	

trAnsit	Friendly	
Communities	For
neW	jersey
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station drop-off and Pick-up Area

10. create drop-off area in front of station Plaza
11. Repair striping to extend sidewalk to 10' along platform to 

match striping on Atlantic Avenue and to create a drop-off and 
pick-up area in the short term

the station as a "Place" 

12. Relocate sign to more central and visible location.  encourage 
coffee/snack vendor to help create an all day presence at the 
site.  locate in entry corner where station sign is currently 
located. 

13. Remove bus shelter on Parking lot side of station
14. Add new bench seating around plaza

funding oPPouRunites
the Boroughs of Aberdeen and Matawan can (and should) seek 
funding from state and county grant programs to help them imple-
ment some of the projects recommended strategies contained 
herein.  in particular, the towns should further investigate the   
the Borough should specifically look into the following following 
ccounty and sstate programs for possible funding:  

new JeRsey dePARtMent of 

tRAnsPoRtAtion

local Planning Assistance:  to help communities create Access 
Management Plans, local circulation plans and other transporta-
tion plans.
 
local Bicycle / Pedestrian Planning Assistance: consultant tech-
nical assistance to help communities develop plans to enhance 
bicycle and pedestrian safety.

corridor and Regional Planning studies: involving state roads to 
help communities determine transportation needs and develop 
proposals to address these needs.
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local Aid for centers of Place:  to help communities who have 
participated in the state development and Redevelopment Plan 
process  is this under osP????

locally initiated Pedestrian Projects: offers funding to communi-
ties and counties to enhance pedestrian access and safety ($4.7 
million was available for fy 2000).

locally initiated Bicycle Projects: offers funding to communities 
and counties to enhance bicycle access and safety ($4.7 million 
was available for fy 2000). 

county Aid, Municipal Aid, and discretionary Programs:  provides 
funding to communities and counties for improvement of roads, 
bridges, public transportation, incidental bicycle and pedestrian 
improvements.

dePARtMent of coMMunity AffAiRs

office of state Planning:  $3 million in "smart growth" Planning 
grants is available each fiscal year to help communities plan for 
their growth based on the state development and Redevelopment 
Plan.

new JeRsey econoMic develoPMent 

AutHoRity

the edA creates public/ private partnerships to bridge financing 
gaps and to increase access to capital forto the state's business 
community with an emphasis on small and middle size business-
es and not-for-profit organizations.  Also offered is a full range of 
real estate development services to stimulate both private and 
public development projects, particularly in urban areas.
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new JeRsey dePARtMent of 

enviRonMentAl PRotection 

two new tree planning and care grants are currently available 
through the new Jersey  community forestry Program, with 
continuing funding for a third grant.  under the new Jersey tree 
Planting grant, the community stewardship incentive Program 
and the green communities grant, funds can either be awarded 
to support municipal tree planting plans or to provide funds for a 
county or municipality to hire an outside firm to assist in the pro-
duction of a community forestry management plan. 

Appendix e provides additional funding sources for pedestrian 
and bicycle planning and implementation, as compiled by nJdot.
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APPendices			                              
 
A. summary of Passenger survey findings
 
B. suggested scope for threshold traffic Analysis

c. Bicycle compatibility findings, Recommendations,    
 
     and criteria
 
d. Matawan downtown Assistance team final Report
 
e. nJdot compilation of funding sources for 
     Pedestrian and Bicycle Planning, Programs and 
     Projects 

APPendiX A: summary of Passenger survey  
               findings 

matawan	/	Aberdeen	Passenger	survey	results

Based on 76 surveys nov. 1, 2000

1.			 how	frequently	do	you	take	the	train	from	the	matawan/	Aberdeen	rail	

station?		
 a. every  weekday 82.9%
 b. several times a week  11.8%
 c. less than once a week   ( - )
 d. A few times a month    2.6%
 e. Rarely or never   ( - )

2.		how	did	you	get	to	the	station	today?		
 a. By car  82.9%
 b. on foot    2.6%
 c. By train    1.3%
 d. By taxi     5.3%
 e. i was dropped off     7.9%
 f. Bicycle      ( - )
 g. other ________   ( - )

3.		how	long	did	it	take	you	to	get	to	the	station	today?

 a. less than 5 min. 13.2%

 b. 6 to 10 min. 31.6%

 c. 11 to 15 min. 17.1%

 d. 16 to 20 min.    23.7%

 e. 21-30 min.    11.8%

APPendices
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 f. over 30 min.   2.6%

4.		What	streets	did	you	take	to	reach	the	station?		(respondents	asked	to	

mark	on	supplied	map)

5.		Where	did	you	park?

 a. Main street lot A 13.2%

 b. Main street lot B   2.6%

 c. Atlantic Avenue lot 13.2%

 d. i was dropped-off 18.4%

 e. Private lot                                      43.4%

 f. on the street                                    1.3%

 g. other                                                1.3%

6.			 how	often	do	you	shop	or	visit	a	professional	office	in	the	following	

areas:	

	 Downtown Historic Matawan: 

 a. More than 5 times per week ( - )

 b. several times a week   5.3%

 c. less than once a week 10.5%

 d. A few times per month 13.2%

 e. Rarely or never 69.7%

 Main Street (btwn the Matawan River Bridge and Atlantic/Lower Main 

Street): 

 a. More than 5 times per week   2.6%

 b. several times a week   6.6%

 c. less than once a week 10.5% 

 d. A few times per month 11.8%

 e. Rarely or never 60.5%

7.			 how	would	you	rate	the	area	around	the	train	station	(defined	on	the	

map	in	question	#4)	for:

        don’t

                                    good fair Poor know 

   variety of stores and services (2.6%) (38.2%) (31.6%) (15.8%)

   ease in crossing Main street

        (btwn Atlantic Ave and 

     Aberdeen Rd) (10.5%) (36.8%) (30.3%) (9.2%)

   ease in crossing Atlantic Ave   (13.2%) (30.3%)  (31.6%) (7.9%)

   ease in walking to Main street 

      in downtown Matawan (18.4%) (23.7%) (21.1%) (22.4%)

  ease in walking from parking 
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      lots to the station  (19.7%) (31.6%) (30.3%) (5.3%)

  Adequacy of sidewalks (19.7%) (31.6%) (34.2%) (2.6%)

7.			 how	would	you	rate	the	area	around	the	train	station	(defined	on	the	

map	in	question	#4)	for: (cont’d)

        don’t

										 																										 good	 Fair	 Poor	 Know	

  Amount of parking (1.3%) (7.9%) (76.3%) (3.9%)

  overall attractiveness (13.2%) (51.3%) (22.4%) (1.3%)

�.			 the	boroughs	are	in	the	process	of	planning	for	redevelopment	of	the	

station	area.		how	much	of	a	priority	do	you	think	each	of	the	follow-

ing	should	be	given	in	the	station	area?	

    high	 moderate	low	 no	

	 	 	 	 Priority	 Priority	 Priority	 opinion								

 (1) develop new rental housing ( - )  (9.2%) (65.8%) (11.8%)

 (2) develop new condominium

  housing (1.3%) (10.5%) (65.8%) (10.5%)

 (3) develop new commercial 

  office space  (5.3%) (18.4%) (51.3%) (9.2%)

 (4) develop new commuter-oriented

  retail and services (34.2%) (31.6%) (13.2%) (3.9%)

 (5) Make Atlantic Ave., Main st 

  and RR Plaza dr. easier to cross (39.5%) (30.3%) (7.9%) (3.9%)

 (6) Provide a looped route shuttle bus 

  service from the station to specific 

  locations in Matawan-Aberdeen (31.6%) (25.0%) (18.4%) (5.3%)

 (7) construct more parking facilities (81.6%) (3.9%) (2.6%) (1.3%)

 (8) Provide a service at the station to 

  drop off dry cleaning, shoes for 

  repair, order take-out dinner, etc. 

  in the morning, and pick up these 

  items on the way home (18.4%) (35.5%) (21.1%) (3.9%)

 (9) other: (9.2%)  ( - )   ( - ) (3.9%)

�.		Please	tell	us	a	little	about	yourself:		
 your	sex:					 male			 	 Female		
    50%  40%
 your	age:
    14-20   ( - )
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    21-35  (35.5%)
    36-45  (34.2%)
    46-65  (21.7%)
    over 65   (1.3%)

Passenger	survey	open	responses	

5 e. where did you park? (Private lot)
? key Auto Body (5)
? Matawan restaurant (3)
? laxmi (3)
? chinese restaurant (2)
? Halleran's (2)
? Hackmann (2)
? Paper Box company
? Matawan tool
? tuck company adjacent
? vaccarella lot
? next to 7/11
? teddy's barber shop
? Private house
? Johnson Ave

5 f. where did you park? on the street - intersection:
? in front of sultan's Palace (2)

5 g. where did you park? (other)
? Aberdeen lot
? Route 34

6.  if you answered  that you shop or visit professional offices in the area 
rarely or never, why not?

? nothing of interest there (10)
? no time (6)
? don't live in Matawan (5)
? no parking there (4)
? don't need to (4)
? there isn't much there
? i go straight home
? too far from house
? don't want to
? too much traffic

8.  what do you think are the most needed improvements to the train station 
and the train station area?

 ? More parking (46)
 ? wider platforms (13) esp. ny bound
 ? improved traffic controls to improve flow (8)
 ? traffic lights especially from parking (7)
 ? improve crossing the tracks and streets (6)
 ? Better access to parking lots (5)
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 ? Another exit from parking lot (3)
 ? More trains or more cars of rush hour trains (3)
	 ? Heated station (3)
      ? Bigger waiting area with more seating (3)

? ticket machine (3)
? stair access from southbound platform to street level (3)
? A parking garage (2)
? Better drop off and crossing to parking
? overpass from Aberdeen lot to train track 2
? Reduce gap between train and platform
? keep the station open longer so people can keep warm
? Parking on both sides of the station
? AtM
? Make traffic safer
? fix the abandoned building that used to sell pizza next to RR 
 tracks
? Reduce waiting at route 34 light
? clean up around lots
? Build a tunnel for crossing tracks
? Parking lot egress
? faster service at ticket booth on Mondays and 1st of month

�.		 how	much	of	a	priority	should	be	given	in	the	station	area	to:

 ? dunkin donuts - high priority

 ? traffic lights - high priority

10.		What	other	kinds	of	activities,	retail	or	services	would	you	like	to	see	

takplace	/	locate	at	the	station	or	in	this	part	of	matawan	/	Aberdeen?

 ? nice coffee / bagel shop (5)

 ? Restaurant (3)

 ? convenience store (3)

 ? Renovate the old station house (2)  into a coffee shop

 ? day care (2)

 ? More parking lots without waiting lists

 ? dry cleaners

 ? super market or cvs

 ? Bakery

 ? clothing stores

 ? Priority parking

other	comments:

 ? we shouldn't have to run for the train from the Aberdeen lot, especially 

since all those changes were recently made to help make access from 

Aberdeen easier.

 ? daily parking in the area fills up by 6 a.m.

 ? More mass transit so people will not have to drive to station
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 ? train stations in other towns so this station would not get as crowded, 

people come from other towns to take the train here.

 ? study the example of freehold and Hoboken - two very appealing 

walkaabout towns.

 ? new station is a significant downgrade from old station.

 ? Provide shuttles to nearby towns so commuters won't have to drive to 

Matawan station.

 ? More police enforcing speed limit and illegal parking.

 ? Aberdeen/Matawan residents should be given priority when assigning 

parking spaces.

 ? no development should be allowed that would aggravate the conges-

tion in the area.

 ? trains are constantly overcrowded at peak hours.
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APPendix	b

suggested	scope	for	threshold	traffic	Analysis	of	Aberdeen/
matawan	station	Area

1. determine the critical streets and intersections. 

2. collect all existing hourly traffic counts from towns and county.

3. fill in for those locations and times for which data is unavailable.

4. Make certain to count times more detailed than hourly to account for train arrivals 

times in the evening, and possibly for train departures toward newark/ny in the 

morning.  

5. Bring all counts to base year (2000 if possible) by factoring for recent growth, using 

nearly traffic count series that will give an accurate sense of annual growth patterns 

in recent years

6. determine the hourly capacity of each street and intersection.

7. determine the available capacity assuming a level of service c/d for each street and 

intersection for each relevant hour (or part).

8. determine the proportion of auto trips to the Aberdeen/Matawan station using each of 

the roads in the station vicinity based on nJ tRAnsit's origin data.

9. determine the proportion of auto trips to and from work that would likely be taken on 

each entryway to and from the area based on past us census data, accounting for 

the shares from various directions that would likely use transit to reach work sites in 

the area.

10. determine the proportion of auto trips to and from residences that would likely 

be taken on each entryway to and from the area based on past us census data, 

accounting for the shares to/from various directions that would likely use transit.

11. determine the added vehicle volumes for each relevant hour (or part) for each street 

and intersection per 100 additional parking spaces based on survey data of access 

and time of arrival and the on #8 above.

12. determine the added vehicle volumes for each relevant hour (or part) for each street 

and intersection per each 100,000 square feet of office space. 

13. determine the added vehicle volumes for each relevant hour (or part) for each street 

and intersection per each 100 dwelling units

14. using available capacity for each relevant hour (or part) for each street and intersec-

tion determine separately a) amount of parking, b) the amount of office space, c) the 

number of dwelling units, and d) two reasonable mixes of the three (parking, offices, 

dwelling units) that would be required to bring the street or intersection to capacity.

15. for those streets or intersections that appear to be the most short of capacity, exam-

ine specific traffic improvements and for each determine the added parking, added 

offices and added dwelling units that such improvements would "permit." 
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APPendix	C:  bicycle	Compatibility	Findings,			
	 	 	 												recommendations,	and	Criteria

bicycle	Compatibility	guidelines

1. Pavement widths.  At a minimum, all highway projects should provide suffi-

cient width of smoothly paved surface to permit the shared use of the road-

way by bicycles and motor vehicles.  several factors affect the compatibility 

of a shared roadway, and considerations in the selection of pavement width 

include:

 • Traffic volumes.  three traffic volume conditions require different pave-

ment provisions for adequate roadway compatibility.  space restrictions 

due to on-street parking should also be accounted for.  traffic volume 

conditions include:

  i. condition i.  low volume roadways with an AAdt of less than 

1,200 vehicles per day.  cost of providing widening of these roads 

can seldom be justified based on either capacity or safety, howev-

er attention should be paid to providing adequate room at the out-

side of the roadway for the purposes of passing on moderately low 

volume roadways with an AAdt between 1,200 and 2,000 vehicles 

per day.  this is a particular concern on faster speed roadways.

  ii. Condition II.  High volume roadways with AAdt greater than 2,000 

vehicles per day.  on these roadways the probability that a vehicle 

overtaking a bicycle may also meet another on-coming vehicle 

increases.  on these roads, some room at the edge of the road-

way should be provided for bicyclists.  Adequate width should be 

determined by the speed of the roadway.  At lower speeds little 

Note:  For volumes less than 1200 AADT, 
a shared lane is acceptable.

key: SH=shoulder    SL=shared lane
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separation is needed for both a bicyclist and motorist to feel com-

fortable during a passing event.  with higher speeds, more room is 

needed.

 iii. Condition III.  very high volume roadways with AAdt greater than 

10,000 vehicles per day.  on these roadways bicyclists require sepa-

rate space to ride comfortably.  Motorists will also benefit from improve-

ments made to the roadside border and shoulder.  nJdot minimum 

shoulder width of 2.4 meters (8 feet) should be provided wherever pos-

sible on roadways having an AAdt greater than 10,000 vehicles.

 • Sight Distance.  Adequate decision sight distance is most important on 

high-speed highways and narrow roadways where a motorist would 

have to maneuver out of the travel land to pass a bicyclist.  in situa-

tions where there is not adequate sight distance, additional widths may 

be necessary.

 • Truck Traffic.  Roadways with high volumes of trucks and large vehi-

cles need additional space to minimize bicycle/motorist conflicts on 

roadways.  Additional space should be considered when truck volumes 

exceed 5 percent of the traffic mix.  where truck volumes exceed 15 

percent of the total traffic mix, widths should be increased by a mini-

mum of 0.3 meters (1 foot).
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 •. Steep Grades.  Additional space should be considered on the ascend-

ing lane when the grade exceeds 3 percent.  where the grade exceeds 

5 percent, a minimum of a 1.5-meter (5 foot) wide shoulder or 4.8 

meter (16 foot) wide curb lane in urban conditions is desirable to 

afford safe shared use.  where descending grades exceed 6 percent, 

and bicycle traffic is anticipated, signing should be placed along the 

descending lane to advices bicyclists and alert motorists of bicyclists in 

the travel lane.

 • Unavoidable obstacles.  unavoidable obstacles include bridges and 

narrow street sections.  zebra warning striping should be installed 

to shift traffic away from unavoidable obstacles.  Bicycle compatible 

Hazard Marking (pavement markings that alert the bicyclist that the 

travel lane will narrow) is another option when an obstacle cannot be 

removed.  where bicycle traffic is anticipated, a share the road sign 

should be used to supplement any striping.

2.	 Pavement	design.  Bicycles require a smooth riding surface without 

obstructions or pavement irregularities.  on roadways with rough surfaces 

and hazards, a bicyclist will ride as close to the smooth wheel track in the 

travel lane as possible.  the following conditions affect the level of service  

the roadway:

 • Pavement surface.  where shoulders are employed to provide the 

pavement width necessary to accommodate bicycle traffic, pavement 

surface should be as smooth as the adjacent travel land.  Bituminous 

concrete is preferred over concrete where shoulders are employed.  

the outside pavement area (where bicycle traffic normally operates) 

should be finished free of longitudinal seams.  on portland cement 

concrete, pavement transverse expansion joints (if necessary) should 

be saw cut to ensure a smooth ride.

 • Rumble strips.  use of rumble strips should be avoided on all land ser-

vice roadways.

 • Raised roadway reflectors.  Raised reflectors should only be used 

along interior lane lines or center lines, not edge lines.

 • Utilities.  utility covers and drainage grates should be adjusted to fit 

flush with the roadway surface in all new construction, reconstruction 

and resurfacing projects.

3.	 bridges.  some features found in bridges can be unsuitable where bicy-

clists are to be accommodated.  these include curb-to-curb widths that are 

narrower than the approach roadways, open grated metal decks, low rail-

ings or parapets, and certain types of expansion joints.  Means of address-

ing these features to accommodate bicyclists include:
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 • Sidewalks.  designation of the sidewalk as an alternate facility can be 

beneficial provided that curb cuts and appropriate signing are provided.

 • Bridge railing or barrier curb parapets.  Bridge railing or barrier curb 

parapets should have railings at least 1.4 meters (4.5 feet) high.

4.	 drainage	facilities.		storm water drainage facilities and structures are usu-

ally located along the edge of the roadway and act as obstacles for bicy-

clists.  location and design considerations of drainage facilities on bicycle 

compatible roadways include:

 • Drainage inlets and grates.  A "bicycle safe" drainage grate with 

acceptable hydraulic characteristics has been developed by nJdot's 

drainage section.  this inlet grate should be used in all normal applica-

tions and should be installed flush with the final pavement.  depressed 

grates and stream flow grates should not be used if at all possible, and 

if they must be used, should be installed only outside the lane shar-

ing area.  when roads or intersections are widened, new bicycle safe 

drainage grates should be installed at a proper location at the outside 

of the roadway, and existing grates and inlet boxes should be properly 

retired and removed, and the roadway reconstructed.

 • Manholes and covers.  Manholes and covers should be located out-

side of the lane sharing area wherever possible.  utility fixtures located 

within the lane sharing area or any travel lane used by bicycle traffic 

should be eliminated or relocated.  where these fixtures cannot be 

avoided the pavement surface should be made flush with the particular 

facility.

 • Combination curb and gutter.  these types of curbs should only be 

used on low volume streets or where grades dictate special drainage 

conditions.  the width of the gutter pan should not be used when cal-

culating the width of pavement necessary for shared use by bicyclists.  

on steep grades the gutter should be set back an additional 0.3 meters 

(one foot).  where these types of curbs are used, pavement width 

should be calculated by adding 0.3 meters (one foot) from the curbed 

gutter.

5.	 traffic	Control	devices.		All traffic control devices should be positioned 

so as to be visible by bicyclists who are properly positioned on the road.  

specific devices include:

 • Traffic signals and detectors.  detectors for traffic-activated signals 

should be sensitive to bicycles and should be located in the bicyclist's 

expected path.  stenciling should direct cyclists to the point where their 

bicycle will set off the detectors.  Pedestrian push buttons should be 

provided at all signalized intersections (including left turn lanes) and 
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mounted in a location that permits their activation by a bicyclist with-

out dismounting.  short clearance intervals in the timing of the traffic 

signal cycle should not be used where bicyclists must cross multi-lane 

streets.

 • Signing.  in certain situations signing may be needed to advise both 

motorists and bicyclists of the shared use of the roadway, including the 

travel lane.  examples include "share the Road," and "Allowed use of 

full lane" signs.  conditions that warrant use of these signs include:

   "Share the Road"

    iv.  shared lanes with relatively high posted travel speeds 65 km/

h (40mph) or greater.

    v.  shared lanes in areas of limited sight distance.

    vi. situations where bicycle compatible shared lanes or demar-

cated shoulders or marked bike lanes are dropped or end, 

and bicycle and motor vehicle traffic must begin to share the 

travel lane.

    vii. situations where it is determined advisable to alert motorists 

of the likely presence of bicycle traffic, and to alert all traffic of 

the need to share available road space.

   "Allowed use of Full Lane"

   viii.  Steep descending grades where bicycle traffic may be operat-

ing at higher speeds requires additional maneuvering room to 

shy away from pavement edge conditions.

   ix.  Steep ascending grades, especially where there is no paved 

shoulder or the shared lane is not adequately wide.

   x.  High volume urban conditions, especially those with travel 

lanes less than the recommended width for lane sharing.

6.	 intersections	&	driveways.	 in order to minimize the possibility of debris 

from being drawn onto the pavement surface from unpaved intersecting 

streets and driveways during new construction, reconstruction and resurfac-

ings, all unimproved intersecting streets and driveways should be paved 

back to the right-of-way line or a distance of 3.0 meters (10 feet).  where 

curb cuts permit access to roadways from abutting unpaved parking lots, 

a paved apron should be paved back to the right-of-way line or 3.0 meters 

(10 feet) from the curb line.  Additionally, curb radii should be limited to dis-

tances that communicate to the motorist that he or she must yield the right-

of-way to bicyclists traveling along the roadway.

7.	 roadside	obstacles.	 sign posts, light standards, utility poles and other 

similar appurtenances should be set back 0.3 meters (1 foot) minimum "shy 

distance" from the curbing or pavement edge with exceptions for guide rail 
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placement in certain instances.  vertical clearance to obstructions should 

be a minimum of 2.6 meters (8 feet, 6 inches).

�.	 railroad	Crossings.		Railroad grade crossings should ideally be at a right 

angle to the rails.  where this is not feasible, the shoulder (or wide outside 

lane) should be widened, or "blistered out" to permit bicyclists to cross at 

right angles.  Railroad grade crossings should be as smooth as possible.  

Pavement surface adjacent to the rail should be at the same elevation as 

the rail.  Pavement should be maintained so that ridge build-up does not 

occur next to the rails.

�.	 transportation	system	management	(tsm)	improvements.		tsM 

improvements including intersection improvements, channelization, the 

addition of auxiliary lanes, turning lanes and climbing lanes must consider 

the needs of bicycle traffic in their design.  designs should provide for 

bicycle compatible lanes or paved shoulders.  generally, this requires that 

the outside most through lane and (if provided) turning lane be 4.2 meters 

(14 feet) wide.  Auxiliary or climbing lanes should either provide an adjacent 

paved shoulder or a width of at least 4.5 meters (15 feet).  where shared 

lanes and shoulders are not provided, it must be assumed that bicycle traf-

fic will take the lane.

biCyCle	ComPAtibility	deFinitions

	 Compatible	Roadways:  Bicycle compatible streets and highways that 

have been designed to accommodate shared use by bicycles and motor 

vehicles.  compatible roadway design guidelines differ based on traffic vol-

umes, speeds and environmental setting.

	 Designated	Roadways:  Also referred to as designated bikeways, these 

are roads, paths or ways which in some manner are specifically designated 

as being open to the bicycle through the use of land markings, signage, 

maps or tour guides, regardless of whether such facilities are designed for 

the exclusive use of bicycles or are to be shared with other transportation 

modes.  these can include:

 • Bicycle Route - A segment of a system of bikeways designated by the 

jurisdiction having authority with appropriate directional and informa-

tional markets, with or without specific bicycle route number.

 • Bicycle Lane - A portion of a roadway that has been designated by 
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striping, signing and pavement markings for the preferential or exclu-

sive use of bicyclists.

 • Bicycle Path - A bikeway physically separated from motorized vehicular 

traffic by an open space or barrier and either within the highway right 

of way or within an independent right of way.

 Shared	Roadway:		A general term denoting any roadway upon which a 

bicycle lane is not designated and which may be legally used by bicycles 

regardless of whether such facility is specifically designated as a bikeway.  

A shared roadway may consist of a shared lane or land plus paved shoul-

der.

  Shared Lane:  A "standard" width travel lane that is used by both motor 

vehicles and bicyclists.
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APPendix	d

matawan	downtown	Assistance	team	Final	report

 the dnJ downtown Business Assistance team (dBAt) met with members 

of the Matawan Borough municipal government and business community at 

10 a.m. on thursday, september 14, 2000. 

the team included:

 Marvin Reed, president, downtown new Jersey, inc., and mayor of the 

Borough of Princeton, nJ.

 Meredeth Bzdak, architectural historian, ford, farewell, Mills & gatsch 

Architects

 katheleen shaw, project manager, Bayshore development co.

 don smartt, principal, the community Advocates

 vivian Baker, principal planner, new Jersey transit

 Beth Peterson, executive director, downtown new Jersey, inc.

the members of the team were chosen for their expertise in the areas of:

downtown development and revitalization organizations.

Revitalization and reuse of historic downtown properties.

development of multi-use downtown parking plans.

development of downtown image-building programs.

interface between transportation hubs and nearby commercial districts.

the purpose of the team's first visit to Matawan Borough was to gather facts rel-
evant to the need to revitalize the historic Main street (Monmouth co. Route 79) 
corridor of Matawan.  this corridor runs between Route 35 and the Aberdeen/
Matawan Railroad station on n.J. transit's north Jersey coast line and the 
Route 34 commercial corridor.  Presently, most new commercial development is 
happening on the Route 34 and Route 35 corridors.  traffic patterns generated 
by railroad station commuters accessing Route 34 through the historic downtown 
creates congestion during rush hours.  little of the traffic stops to make use of 
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the Main st. businesses.

After reviewing the current general conditions of Matawan Borough, its nearby 
higher density residential neighborhoods, and the context of the more suburban 
municipalities within Monmouth county, where Matawan Borough is located, 
the team toured the Main street commercial district and the surrounding area.  
doubling back from several directions they examined the various gateway en-

trances to Matawan Borough's downtown area.

Recognizing that the historic Matawan downtown commercial district could cap-
ture more retail customers from the commuter traffic, from surrounding suburban 
development communities, as well as increased residential development within 

Matawan Borough, the team noted:

 Matawan business, resident, and governmental officials risk losing a market 
climate that supports their desire to improve an important commercial and 
residential district.  They need to advance to the next level of institutional 
organization and build a public/private vehicle that can move their revitaliza-
tion efforts, planning, and implementation forward.  Successes have been 
achieved in the development of independent and cooperating public, busi-
ness, and resident organizations.  But, more sophisticated, better funded 
mechanisms are needed to provide organizational and institutional continu-
ity to implement a multi-year commitment of  "time, talent, and treasure."

options exist to apply these measures within the unique historical and small 
town Matawan environment.

the	team		recommended:

1. More off-street parking should be made available and clearly identified for 

less confusing access.

2. the downtown business district should find a means to advertise directly to 

commuters, many of whom know little about the services available down-

town.

3. the downtown Matawan property owners should continue façade improve-

ment efforts to make their businesses more attractive and inviting.

4. the historic nature of  the older structures in downtown Matawan should be 

exploited adequately to create a more nineteenth-century style and capital-

ize on the historic interest of the area.

5. the residential base of Matawan Borough should be strengthened by 

encouraging more in-fill housing near the downtown historic Main st. com-

mercial district and between the district and the commuter railroad station.
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6. current traffic patterns in the downtown area should be rethought to 

encourage more pedestrian and bicycle usage by the new and existing 

residents living near the commercial area, particularly for those accessing 

the commuter railroad station.  crosswalks, new and cleaner sidewalks, 

benches, lighting and shade trees should be incorporated in the Main st. 

streetscape in order to be more accommodating to pedestrians.  wider 

sidewalks should continue across the lake Matawan Bridge to the train sta-

tion.  similar clear bicycle lanes should be designated on the parallel Broad 

st., little st., and Atlantic Ave., which also connects to the commuter sta-

tion.

7. current retail, restaurant, and service businesses should identify compatible 

businesses that are missing from the commercial mix of the downtown.  A 

coordinated effort should be organized to encourage additional entrepre-

neurs to locate in underutilized downtown properties.  A broader range of 

retail, entertainment, and service offerings will attract more customers for 

everyone.

8. development of a comprehensive revitalization plan requires stronger man-

agement for Matawan's historic downtown area.  this could include:

 a. development of a stronger management/promotional organization to 

develop image-building programs and special events for the downtown 

area - especially early evening events that would invite homeward-

bound commuter traffic to stop when passing through.

 b. creating a more solid financial mechanism - either through a modestly-

financed special improvement district (sid) assessment of downtown 

commercial properties, by direct appropriation by the Borough, or by 

some more regular and reliable method of funding.

 c. organizing through the sid or through the municipal government a 

coordination of the various parking options that already exist or which 

could be further developed off Broad st. and Jackson st. behind the 

many buildings on Main st.  An integrated  parking signage program 

should make access to this parking more visible to vehicles passing 

through the downtown.

 d. completing a marketing study to define desirable businesses that 

might be successful additions for the downtown commercial district as 

the basis for a follow-up business attraction program for the district.

 e. developing a traffic-calming program - raised crosswalks, corner neck-

downs, and other roadway variations -- that would keep commuter 

automobiles at a reasonably slow speed as they move through the 
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historic Main st. commercial district.  this should give greater visibility 

to retail, restaurant, and service businesses, as well as better acces-

sibility for pedestrians.

 f. develop and implement further design standards appropriate for build-

ings in the historic commercial district.  More recent modern buildings 

should be encouraged to modify signage, awnings, and other façade 

elements to conform with the established historic look.

One member of the team with particular interest in historic preservation sug-
gested that the  Historic Preservation Commission play a more active role in the 

development of the downtown in several ways:

1. the HPc may want to investigate the possibility of acquiring certified local 

government (cl) status with the state.  to become a clg, the commis-

sion must meet certain federal and state standards.  (the state Historic 

Preservation office (sHPo) can advise them on these standards.)  clgs 

are eligible to apply for special grants through the sHPo and can use them 

for the survey and inventory of historic buildings or archeological sites, the 

preparation of national Register of Historic Places nominations, writing or 

amending preservation ordinances, preparing preservation plans, develop-

ing designation guidelines, or hiring experience staff to support and guide 

the Historic Preservation commission.  (for more information on the clg 

program, contact george chidley, clg coordinator, at the nJ state Historic 

Preservation office - 609/984-6017.)

2. the commission, with the downtown Matawan Alliance, could sponsor an 

event that encourages local residents to come downtown and work together 

to determine what features and buildings they collectively consider signifi-

cant.  the results of this event could be used to form the basis for design 

guidelines.

3. when we walked around the downtown, we saw remaining evidence of the 

town's earlier terra cotta industry.  this is reflected in several storefronts, on 

the façade of the Masonic temple, and on the bridge connecting the down-

town to the train station.  one of the buildings associated with this industry 

apparently still remains near the train station.  the preservation of resourc-

es associated with this industry should be a goal of the community.  this 

history should be celebrated and made visible as something that is special 

to Matawan and sets them apart from their neighbors.

4. the town should continue to work with programs like the one at Brookdale 

community college, where they had students consider restoration issues 

related to downtown buildings.  some type of revolving loan fund could 
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be used by local business owners for restoration and improvement of 

their buildings, in conjunction with research and documentation of historic 

appearance the students could provide. 

 

APPendix	e:  neW	jersey	dePArtment	oF			
																											trAnsPortAtion

Compilation	of	Funding	sources	for	Pedestrian	and	
bicycle	Planning,	Programs	and	Projects

introduction/Acknowledgements

what follows below is a compilation and brief description of sources of fund-
ing which have been or could be used to fund pedestrian improvements in new 
Jersey. the list is not exhaustive, but there has been an attempt to identify all 
major funding sources that can be utilized to fund bicycle and pedestrian plan-
ning and project development activities, as well as funding construction. in some 
cases these funds may also be used to fund programmatic activities, as well. 
there is an emphasis on those funding sources that have been utilized in or are 
unique to new Jersey.

Much of this material was originally taken directly from a Memorandum on 
funding sources for innovative local transportation Projects prepared by the 
tri-state transportation campaign, and a paper on bicycle and pedestrian fund-
ing within isteA prepared by the Bicycle federation of America. virtually all 
of the funding sources which were available for bicycle or pedestrian projects 
or planning under isteA have been continued under the new federal trans-
portation funding legislation: the transportation equity Act for the 21st century 
(teA-21). Additional material has been taken from the usdot publication  "A 
summary; Bicycle and Pedestrian Provisions of the federal-Aid Program."

this material should continue to be viewed as a "work in progress" to be updated 
as new sources are identified.

new Jersey department of 
transportation

 office of Bicycle & Pedestrian 
Programs

(609) 530-8062
4/99 & 9/02
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Funding	of	Planning	and	Programmatic	Activities

Federal	and/or	state	Funded	Programming	Assistance

 technical studies Program

this program provides federal grants for (consultant based) planning, engineer-
ing, design, and evaluation of transportation projects, i.e., studies, not capital 
improvements or operating costs. Applicants for grants can include state or local 
governmental entities. funding can be used to fund pedestrian and bicycle plan-
ning activities. Monmouth county has received approval to carry out a planning 
study to address pedestrian needs and opportunities in several major corridors in 
the county. somerset county has received funding for a traffic calming study of 
selected locations in the county.

 supportive task grants

A portion of Pl funds passed through to the MPo to support MPo planning activ-
ities is, by agreement in the nJtPA passed through to the sub-regions (counties) 
to fund staff planning activities. Monmouth county has used this funding source 
to carry out a county-wide pedestrian facilities inventory. the inventory is being 
used as a basis for developing local lead projects.

 transportation Management Associations

in new Jersey, transportation Management Associations receive substantial 
funding assistance through the department of transportation. in recent years, 
these funds have been from federal sources (cMAQ, or stP). (in the past, 
funding came from state sources). tMAs have considerable latitude in develop-
ing annual work programs to implement travel demand Management strategies. 
tMAs have carried out and are encouraged to continue to develop and under-
take work program elements involving the promotion of bicycling and walking, 
development of bicycling suitability maps- promotional efforts aimed at increas-
ing bicycling and walking, effective cycling presentations, etc.

 local Planning Assistance

this program provides funding to retain consultant assistance for the purpose of 
fostering sound transportation planning at the local level. the department part-
ners with municipalities who desire to develop Access Management Plans, local 
circulation plans and other transportation related plans sdRP designated cen-
ters and target neighborhoods under the governor s urban strategies initiatives 
receive priority. this funding source could be used to develop local pedestrian/
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bicycle circulation plans and facilities inventories. to date, none of the studies 
funds have been of this type. this program is administered by the division of 
transportation systems Planning, Bureau of Mobility strategies, new Jersey 
department of transportation.

 local Bicycle/Pedestrian Planning Assistance

the department of transportation has retained the services of consultant teams 
with expertise in pedestrian and bicycle planning. the consultants are avail-
able to provide technical planning assistance to counties and municipalities 
who wish to develop pedestrian and bicycle local circulation plans and other 
related studies. guidelines for participation in the program are available from 
the department's Bicycle/Pedestrian Advocate. this program is administered by 
division of transportation systems Planning, Bureau of Mobility strategies, new 
Jersey department of transportation.

 corridor and Regional Planning studies (tdM) component

the nJdot division of transportation systems Planning carries out numerous 
corridor and regional planning studies to determine transportation needs and 
develop project proposals to address those needs. it is the current policy of the 
division to take a multi-modal approach in all planning activities in the division. 
the department has retained the services of consultant teams with expertise 
in travel demand Management (tdM) strategies, including walking and bicy-
cling, to participate in and support other planning activities in the division. these 
consultant teams are available to undertake planning studies which examine 
multi-modal solutions to transportation needs. this could include the accommo-
dation of bicycle and/or pedestrian travel needs. this program is administered by 
division of transportation systems Planning, Bureau of Mobility strategies, new 
Jersey department of transportation.

 other sources of funding

Bicycle and pedestrian planning activities and programs can and have been 
funded through local programs included in county and municipal budgets.

Federal	Funding	of	Capital	Projects

Federal	Funding	under	teA-21

All the major funding programs under the federal transportation enhancement 
Act (teA-21) include bicycle and pedestrian facilities and programs as eligible 
activities.

 national Highway system (nHs)

the nHs is comprised of the 42,000-mile interstate system and another 113,000 
miles of roads identified by the states based on their importance to the national 
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and regional economy, and their connectivity. nHs funding-for project on nHs 
roadways- can be used for bicycle and pedestrian improvements on or on land 
adjacent to any highway on the nHs system, including interstate highways. this 
includes incidental improvements within larger projects which enable bicycle 
compatibility (e.g. paved shoulders, bicycle safe drainage grates, etc., designat-
ed bicycle facilities (i.e. bikeways: signed routes, bike lanes, paths), and pedes-
trian accommodations such as sidewalks, signals, overpasses, crosswalks, etc.	
it also includes the funding of independent bicycle and pedestrian projects along 
(within the right of way) or in the vicinity of (associated with) nHs roadways. 
independent bicycle and pedestrian projects would be those initiated primarily 
to benefit bicycle and pedestrian travel. Projects could include shoulder paving, 
bicycle safe drainage grates, construction of sidewalks or bikeways, installation 
of pedestrian signals, crosswalks or overpasses.
 
 surface transportation Program (stP) funds

A broadly defined program giving states wide flexibility to invest in a wide variety 
of transportation activities. Bicycle and Pedestrian facilities and walkways are 
specifically listed as eligible activities under this program. As with nHs, pedes-
trian and bicycle improvements may be incidental improvements within larger 
projects which establish bicycle compatibility (e.g. paved shoulders, bicycle 
safe drainage grates, etc.), or designated bicycle facilities (i.e. bikeways: signed 
routes, bike lanes, paths), and pedestrian accommodations such as sidewalks, 
signals, overpasses, crosswalks, etc. it also can include the funding of inde-
pendent bicycle and pedestrian projects along (within the right of way) or in the 
vicinity of (associated with) roadways. independent bicycle and pedestrian proj-
ects would be those initiated primarily to benefit bicycle and pedestrian travel. 
Projects could include shoulder paving, bicycle safe drainage grates, construc-
tion of sidewalks or bikeways, installation of pedestrian signals, crosswalks or 
overpasses. under teA-21, it is specified that these funds may be used for the 
modification of sidewalks to comply with the Americans for disabilities Act. A 
number of projects initiated by nJdot as bike/pedestrian new starts in fy97 
utilizing cMAQ funding (see below) have been programmed (subsequent phases 
of project development) in out years with stP funds. it should be noted that stP 
funds may be used for non-construction "projects" (such as maps, brochures, 
public service announcements) related to safe bicycle use and walking.

 local scoping and local lead Projects

the local scoping program (in the MPos) provides a set aside of federal (stP) 
funds directly to the sub regions for the advancement of project proposals 
through the nePA process, ultimately making that project eligible for inclusion 
in the tiP (as a local lead project). subregions (counties) apply for inclusion in 
the program, which are screened through a competitive selection process. once 
scoping is completed, projects may advance as local lead projects.

 Projects that clearly have no significant adverse environmental impacts may be 
eligible to move directly to the local lead program. counties (plus municipalities 
partnering with counties) can receive stP funds for final design and construction 
of projects that are included in the tiP. local lead projects are selected via a 
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competitive selection process.

each of these sources of funds can be used to advance bicycle or pedestrian 
projects. As yet, only a handful of local scoping/local lead projects have directly 
addressed non-motorized needs as independent projects. local scoping/local 
lead projects can also benefit the non-motorized modes if they incorporate, inci-
dentally, features that address bicycle and pedestrian travel needs.
 transportation enhancements

this is probably the best known source of federal funds available for pedes-
trian and bicycle improvements. in each state, ten percent of stP funds must 
be allocated to a set of 12 specific types of projects known as transportation 
enhancements. Pedestrian and bicycle projects and the conversion of aban-
doned railway corridors to trails are two of the 12 project types. other project 
types, including landscaping/scenic beautification, rehabilitation and operation 
of historic transportation facilities, such as canals, towpaths, bridges, viaducts, 
may directly benefit or provide for bicycle and pedestrian needs. A multi-dis-
cipline committee reviews the projects and makes recommendations to the 
commissioner of transportation who makes final selections. the program is ad-
ministered by nJdot's division of local government services.
Hazard elimination Program

 Another stP program set aside, 10% of the stP program is to be used to 
fund safety projects.  funding is provided for safety-oriented improvements. 
improvements that either directly or indirectly improve conditions for pedestri-
ans can be funded. in new Jersey, the program is administered by the nJdot 
Bureau of traffic engineering and safety (in the near future it will be transferred 
to a new Bureau of safety Programs. in general, projects are selected on the ba-
sis of excessive occurrence of a particular accident type at a given location. this 
often involves some sort of intersection modification such as resurfacing with 
a skid resistant pavement surface. in some cases safety improvements have 
included the installation of pedestrian signal heads nJdot is revising its project 
selection process. the new process will include specific accident categories for 
which projects are to be funded. one of these categories will be pedestrian re-
lated accidents.

 congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (cMAQ)

As was the case under isteA, under teA-21, pedestrian and bicycle improve-
ments are among the types of projects eligible for cMAQ funding. in new Jersey, 
for fy97, the nJdot initiated approximately a dozen independent bicycle and 
pedestrian projects utilizing cMAQ funding; later phases of the projects were 
funded with stP funds.

 national Recreational trails fund (symms trails system Act)

An annual sum is apportioned to the states for use in developing trails related 
projects many of which benefit bicyclists and pedestrians. funding is from fed-
eral motor fuels taxes collected on sale of fuel for motorized recreational vehicles 
(Atv's, off road motor cycles, snowmobiles) the program (including solicitation 
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of projects and project selection is administered by the office of natural lands 
Management in the department of environmental Protection. state, county, local 
governments, and non-profit organizations are eligible for funds.

 scenic Byways

A small grants program under which pedestrian projects may be funded if 
they are in fulfillment of a management plan for a designated scenic byway. 
designation of the scenic bywav must be in accordance with a scenic Byways 
program developed and adopted by the state. 

new Jersey has adopted a scenic Byways program, and, as a case study, a 
management plan for the first proposed scenic byway in the state (state Route 
29, in Mercer and Hunterdon counties along the delaware River).

 Benefits of adoption as a scenic Byway under the Program could include direct 
funding of projects (assuming the passage of federal transportation legislation 
which includes scenic Byways funding); and, through preferential treatment 
in the funding/selection process for other funding sources administered by the 
department, for projects which are in fulfillment of a scenic byways management 
plan.

 section 402 safety funds

 funds administered by national Highway traffic safety Administration (nHtsA) 
to be spent on non-construction activities to improve the safety of the traveling 
public. Pedestrian and bicycle projects are on the nHtsA priority list. in each 
state, the program is administered by a designated Highway safety representa-
tive. in new Jersey, the designated representative is the director of the division 
of Highway traffic safety in the department of law and Public safety.

 Pedestrian projects have been funded, including the development and dissemi-
nation of brochures and PsAs promoting safe pedestrian practices and a 3-e 
(engineering. enforcement, education) program in cooperation with the city of 
trenton which includes road signs and crosswalk marking. Recently, coopera-
tive pedestrian safety programs have been implemented with Jersey city and 
elizabeth. this program may be repeated in other communities with high pedes-
trian accident experiences, where there is local support.

 federal transit Administration funds

title 49 u.s.c. (As amended by teA-21) allows the urbanized Area formula 
grants, capital investment grants and loans, and formula Program/or other 
than urbanized Area transit funds to be used for improving bicycle and pedes-
trian access to transit facilities and vehicles. 

teA-21 also created a transit enhancement Activity program with a 1% set-
aside of urbanized Area formula grant funds designated for, among other 
things, pedestrian access and walkways and bicycle access, including storage 
equipment and installing equipment for transporting bicycles on mass transit ve-
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 federal community development Block grant (cdBg) Program

federal block grant funding from the department of Housing and urban 
development can and has been used to fund pedestrian improvements. Projects 
must occur in eligible low or moderate income areas (as defined by Hud) or 
benefit special needs groups. funding flows directly to counties and municipali-
ties. in Monmouth county, for example, a compact of 49 of the 53 municipalities 
worked together to identify and select eligible projects (in 1997, $ 3.854 million 
was available to fund projects). some municipalities receive funding directly. 
examples of projects funded which benefit pedestrians has included streetscape 
improvements, sidewalk installation, curb ramps, and building modifications to 
meets AdA access requirements.

State	Funding	of	Capital	Projects

 local Aid for centers of Place

 A new Jersey department of transportation funding program designed to as-
sist municipalities who have formally participated in implementation of the new 
Jersey state development and Redevelopment Plan (sdRP). such participation 
entails designation as a center by the state Planning commission, preparation 
of a strategic Revitalization Plan and Program which has been approved by the 
commission, or entrance into an urban complex, which has been approved by 
the commission. the program provides the opportunity to apply for funds to sup-
port non-traditional transportation improvements that advance municipal growth 
management objectives as outlined in the action planning agenda of the munici-
pality.

Participation of municipalities in the sdRP ensures eligibility to compete for 
funds in the
program. typical projects include:

o     pedestrian and bicycle improvements
o     adaptive reuse of abandoned railway corridors (pedestrian and bicycle trails)
o     scenic or historic transportation improvements
o     landscaping/beautification of transportation related facilities (streetscape 
improvements)
o     rehabilitation of transportation structures

in general, eligible projects are similar to transportation enhancements projects, 
but only sdRP municipalities are eligible to apply for funding. Allowable costs in-
clude preliminary engineering, design and construction. An annual solicitation for 
project proposals sent to all eligible municipalities. the program is administered 
by the nJdot division of local government services in cooperation with the 
Bureau of statewide Planning.

 county Aid Program
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this program provides funding to counties for transportation projects. these 
funds are allocated to new Jersey's 21 counties by a formula that takes into ac-
count road mileage and population. Annually, each county develops a capital 
transportation Program that identifies all projects to be undertaken and their 
estimated cost. Projects may include improvements to public roads and bridges 
under county jurisdiction, public transportation or other transportation related 
work. funding can be used for design, Row, and constriction.
independent pedestrian and bicycle projects can be funded under the county aid 
program,
however, few independent pedestrian and bicycle projects have been funded, to 
date. the challenge is to encourage counties to include pedestrian and bicycle 
projects among those that they propose to fund.

As "state funded" projects, all projects funded under county aid program are 
subject to the nJdot policy that requires that all "...bicycle and pedestrian traffic 
should be incorporated into the planning, design, construction and operation of 
all projects and programs funded or processed by the nJdot." the department 
of transportation will continue efforts to encourage counties to comply with this 
policy mandate.

 Municipal Aid Program

 the Municipal Aid Program provides funding to municipalities for transportation 
projects. funding is made available for municipalities in each county based on 
a formula that takes into account municipal road mileage within the county and 
county population. these funds are allocated to individual projects within various 
municipalities through a competitive process. funding is allotted to municipalities 
that qualify for urban Aid under n.J.s.A. 52:d-178, et. seq. 

All 566 municipalities may apply. Projects may be improvements to public roads 
and bridges under municipal jurisdiction. Applications are solicited, evaluated, 
and rated by nJdot staff. the results are presented to a screening committee 
comprised of Municipal engineers and department staff- appointed by the 
commissioner. the committee evaluates the projects and makes recommenda-
tions to the commissioner for approval.

the department will pay 75% of the award amount at the time that the award of 
construction is approved by the department. the remaining amount is paid upon 
project completion.

As is the case with the county aid program, independent pedestrian and bicycle 
projects can be funded under the municipal aid program; however, few if any 
independent pedestrian and bicycle projects have been funded through this pro-
gram. Municipalities need to be encouraged to include pedestrian and bicycle 
projects among those which they propose to fund, and make such adjustments 
in the program and project selection process so that these projects are ultimately 
selected and funded.

As with county aid projects, all projects funded under municipal aid program are 
subject to the nJdot policy which requires that all "...bicycle and pedestrian traf-
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of all projects and programs funded or processed by the nJdot."

 discretionary Aid Program

 the discretionary Aid Program provides funding to address emergency or re-
gional needs throughout the state. Any county or municipality may apply at any 
time. these projects are approved at the discretion of the commissioner.

As "state funded" projects, all projects funded under the discretionary aid pro-
gram are subject to nJdot policy which requires that all "...bicycle and pedes-
trian traffic should be incorporated into the planning, design, construction and 
operation of all projects and programs funded or processed by the nJdot. "

the department will pay 75% of the award amount at the time of the award of 
construction with the remaining amount to be paid upon project completion. 

in fy98 and fy99 this program was used a significant funding source for inde-
pendent pedestrian and bicycle projects. in fy98, the commissioner earmarked 
a minimum of $1.5 million of discretionary Aid to be used for pedestrian projects. 
in fy99, $1.5 million was earmarked for pedestrian projects, and $10.0 million 
was earmarked for bicycle projects. 

 locally initiated Bicycle Projects

Provides funds for municipalities and counties for the construction of bicycle 
projects. these could include roadway improvements which enable a roadway 
or street to safely accommodate bicycle traffic, or designated bikeways (signed 
bike routes bike lanes or multi-use trails). the solicitation for project applications 
occurs at the same time as the solicitation for municipal aid projects. Applications 
are solicited, evaluated, and rated by nJdot staff. Based on this evaluation, a 
list of recommended projects is proposed to the commissioner of transportation, 
who makes the final selection. the program is administered by nJdot's division 
of local government services.

 locally initiated Pedestrian Projects

Provides funds for municipalities and counties for the construction of pedestrian 
access and safety improvements. the solicitation for project applications occurs 
at the same time as the solicitation for Municipal Aid projects. Applications are 
solicited, evaluated, and rated by dot staff. Based on this evaluation, a list of 
recommended projects is proposed to the commissioner of transportation, who 
makes the final selection.  the program is administered by dot's division of 
local government services.

 livable communities Pilot Program

this new (2002) program provides additional funding to municipal governments 
for planning, design and implementation of projects to further investments in the 
statewide transportation infrastructure and/or to support non-traditional transpor-
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tation projects developed at the local level to advance community based needs 
and goals.  the framework for the program is based upon the highly success-
ful transportation enhancement Program federally funded through teA-21.  
nJdot's fy03 Budget includes $9 million that has been earmarked to fund 
"statewide livable communities" initiatives through program.  these funds are 
above and beyond the funding made available through the transportation trust 
fund and the transportation equity Act for the 21st century (teA-21).  eligible 
project costs include planning, strategic planning, design and construction.  the 
program is administered by the nJdot division of local Aid.

County	or	Municipal	Capital	(Public	Works)	Funding

county or Municipal funding can be used to fund pedestrian improvements side-
walks trails crosswalks signals, traffic calming, etc, on rights of way under county 
or municipal jurisdiction by including the project in the municipal (or county) 
budget, or bonding for it, just as they are used to fund the construction and re-
habilitation of roadway improvements for cars. Pedestrian improvements can be 
fully or partially assessed against the property owners along whose frontage the 
improvement (ordinarily a sidewalk) is placed.

 As with other categories of funding, bicycle and pedestrian improvements may 
be incidental to (a part of) larger, roadway projects; or they can be independent, 
i.e. solely to address pedestrian needs.

even small amounts of funding in county or municipal sources can be very im-
portant since they may be used to leverage or show local commitment in applica-
tions for other funding sources (e.g. te, local Aid for centers, etc.).

 special Assessment districts

Another form of municipal funding is through the creation of a local special 
improvement district (sid). the Borough of fair lawn (for example) established 
a special improvement district in which assessments are	made on those seek-
ing to develop or improve property. the Borough provided $100.000 in matching 
funds. the funding is used for infrastructure improvements including pedestrian 
improvements within the district. Here, also, funding can be used to leverage or 
show local commitment in applications for other funding sources.

 transportation development districts (tdd)

 A Joint state/county program in new Jersey in which transportation improve-
ments within a defined growth area are funded through a combination of public 
funding and developer contributions (for new developments) within the district. 
theoretically, independent pedestrian improvements can be included in the infra-
structure improvement plan developed through a joint planning process for the 
district, and funded through the tdd.

 green Acres

state green Acres grants and loans can and have been used to fund pedestrian 
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projects such as multi use trails and trail head facilities. funding for state, county 
and local governments (and non-profits - acquisition only with a 50% match) is 
available for land acquisition and facilities development.  the source of these 
funds is state bond issues.  the program is administered by the green Acres 
office m the department of environmental Protection.

 developer Provided facilities

the current Residential site improvement standards currently in effect in new 
Jersey require new residential developments to include sidewalks. other mu-
nicipal and state zoning or access code regulations have been used to require 
developers to provide both on site and off site improvements to benefit bicycle 
and pedestrian traffic.


